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Korea has long had an underground insurrectionary literature. The best-known example of the
genre is the Ch�öæp Kam nok, a collection of premodern texts predicting the overthrow of the Yi
Dynasty (1392–1910) that in recent times has been invoked by a wide range of groups to
support various causes and agendas: from leaders of Korea’s new religious movements
formed during and after the Japanese occupation to spin doctors in the South Korean elections
of the 1990s to proponents of an aborted attempt to move the capital from Seoul in the early
2000s.Written to inspire uprisings and foment dissatisfaction, the Ch�öæp Kam nok texts are
anonymous and undated. (Most were probably written between the seventeenth and late
nineteenth centuries.) In his expansive introduction to this first English translation, John
Jorgensen notes that the work employs forms or codes of political prediction (Ch. tuch’en; Kor.
toch’am) allied with Chinese geomancy (fengshui) but in a combination unique to Korea. The
two types of codes appear to deal with different subjects—the potency of geographical
locations and political predictions derived from numerological cycles, omens, and symbols—
but both emerge from a similar intellectual sphere of prognostication arts that includes
divination, the Yijing (Book of Changes), physiognomy, and astrology in early China, and both
share theoretical components, such as the fluctuation of ki (Ch. qi). In addition to ambiguous
and obscure passages, allusion and indirection abound; many predictions are attributed to
famous people in the distant past or made after the fact to lend the final outcome an air of
authority. Jorgensen’s invaluable introduction contains a wealth of background on the history
and techniques of political prediction, augury, and geomancy from the first-century Han
dynasty in China to the end of the nineteenth century in Korea, providing readers with a
thorough account of East Asian geomancy based on original sources.This volume will be
welcomed by students and scholars of premodern Korean history and beliefs and those with
an interest in early, arcane sources of political disinformation that remain relevant in South
Korea to this day.

With this translation of the Ch�öæp Kam nok, an enigmatic underground classic from the latter
half of the Chos�öà dynasty, John Jorgensen has bestowed upon the global Korean Studies
community a product of prodigious scholarship. . . . By giving us a more comprehensive view of
how Koreans thought in Chos�öà times, Jorgensen, with this study of prognostication and the
Ch�öæp Kam nok, has made a substantial contribution to a more accurate understanding of
Korean history and Korean culture.  � Acta Koreana --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.About the AuthorJohn Jorgensen is senior research fellow at the China Studies
Research Centre, La Trobe University.Robert E. Buswell, Jr. holds the Irving and Jean Stone
Endowed Chair in Humanities at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), where he is
also Distinguished Professor of Buddhist Studies in the Department of Asian Languages and
Cultures and founding director of the university’s Center for Buddhist Studies and Center for
Korean Studies. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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CycleAbbreviationsWorks CitedIndexAbout the TranslatorAcknowledgmentsI wish to thank the
board of the Korean Classics Library series of the Academy of Korean Studies for providing the
funding and support for this project and to the staff of the Center for Buddhist Studies at the
University of California, Los Angeles, especially Jennifer Jung-Kim, for their assistance over
the years it took to complete this project. Special thanks are due to the anonymous readers of
the drafts and the editorial board for their many valuable recommendations. Copy editor
Patricia Crosby provided a sterling service in dealing with an awkward manuscript and my
many infelicities in style as well for asking pertinent questions about the translation.
Nevertheless, the responsibility for all the faults in this book is entirely mine. My thanks also to
those of my Korean friends who, often inadvertently, assisted me with understanding some of
the ideas that form the premises of the Ch�öæp Kam nok. Finally, I wish to thank my wife, Min, for
her patience and understanding during the course of translating this book, which has been
torture for all involved.This work was supported by the Academy of Korean Studies (KSPS)
Grant funded by the Korean Government.I. Translator’s IntroductionTranslator’s IntroductionAs
a research student in Seoul in 1980, in the process of compiling a bibliographical survey of
Buddhist literature, I noted several strange texts that, though lacking Buddhist content, were
attributed to famous Buddhist monks. I subsequently lost those notes, but I remembered the
names of the texts and later copied them from a collection of texts I have here labeled the
Ch�öæp Kam nok corpus. This collection, compiled by An Ch’un’g�ÖâÀ was published in 1981 under
the title Ch�öæp Kam nok chips�öærà In the mid-1990s I started to research Korean new religions
and kept encountering references to a certain Ch�öæp Kam nok, which suggested that it exerted
considerable influence on new religious movements and insurrections such as the Tonghak
Rebellion. It came as no surprise, then, that Kim T’ak, a noted researcher on Korean new
religions, had written in 2005 a book on the history of the Ch�öæp Kam nok.The Ch�öæp Kam nok is
also mentioned in minjung, or “revolutionary masses,” historiography. A number of East Asian
authors have looked at the Ch�öæp Kam nok through the lens of the minjung approach, which
describes resistance by the “masses,” or downtrodden people, to the oppression of authorities.
As a student who had visited South Korea during the repressive regime of Park Chunghee and
witnessed student demonstrations on university campuses and read the minjung Buddhist
literature of the early 1980s, this insurrectionary aspect of the Ch�öæp Kam nok attracted my
attention. It should be noted that these documents were not solely products of the masses;
they were, largely, the likely compositions of marginalized intellectuals who had political
ambitions similar to those of the student demonstrators of modern times. It was these factors,
plus brief references—not always accurate—to the Ch�öæp Kam nok in some standard histories
and dictionaries of Korea, that motivated me to translate this text.Ch�öæp Kam nok is the
collective name for a disparate group of manuscripts written predominantly in Chinese,
although several are in Korean. The Chinese generally is not that of the highly educated elite,
evidenced by the fact that, despite many allusions to ancient texts, some of the language used
does not entirely conform to the grammatical norms of literary Chinese. With the exception of
some compositions of earlier date, these manuscripts are from the late nineteenth to early
twentieth century. They uniformly purport to be predictions about the change from the Yi
dynasty to a new dynasty, usually said to be led by a so-called true man surnamed Ch�öærà They
predict the rise of a new, utopian political order under a new dynasty, usually preceded by
many disasters, especially war and famine. Some of the texts indicate ten superior sites of
refuge, at times giving geomantic reasons for their selection. They contain various techniques
of prognostication—some involving geomancy and others employing cycles, omens,
numerology, and other forms of prediction—that date back to early China. As texts of



prognostication, they are typically phrased in vague language not dissimilar to the language of
works such as those attributed to Nostradamus.The title of the collection is derived from the
title of the first text as compiled by the Japanese scholar Ayukai Fusanoshin (1864–1946)
sometime after 1894 and printed for the first time in 1923 by Hosoi Hajime. There were,
however, already collections of some of these texts and others of the same genre in existence
as early as 1890 and possibly even by 1794. When An Ch’un’g�Öà compiled the Ch�öæp Kam nok
chips�öæp in 1981, he included seven collections in manuscript form in this genre plus three in
print, including Hosoi’s edition and two others ultimately derived from the Ayukai manuscript
collection.1All of the aforementioned manuscripts are forgeries in the sense that they are
attributed to persons other than the actual authors and were likely composed after the events
they supposedly predict. They are almost certainly products of the seventeenth to late
nineteenth or even early twentieth centuries. Evidence of their provenance is that they contain
passages and slogans identical or similar to slogans and the like mentioned in the Chos�öà
wangjo sillok (Veritable records of the Chos�öà royal court), a massive collection recording the
daily happenings at and reports to the court that existed in only four copies kept under guard
and thus unavailable to all but a select few people until at least 1910. As there are many copies
and versions of components of the Ch�öæp Kam nok corpus and many other texts in this genre,
these are unlikely to have been modern forgeries. Unlike the nationalist forgeries of the late
Chos�öà to early colonial period made by people allied with new religious movements, the Ch�öæp
Kam nok corpus texts are meant to predict the future of Chos�öà (1382–1910). The nationalist
forgeries manufacture histories of the ancient past to give Korea a longer history than that of
Japan and sometimes even China.2The Ch�öæp Kam nok corpus manuscripts were evidently
copied and re-copied and seem to have been modified and updated by copyists to conform to
the latest events and trends. They were not static, set texts, but fluid propaganda pieces
circulated underground. Thus, none are dated. They have no provenance or identifiable author
or copyist, and no owners’ names or seals are attached.Hosoi Hajime provided a semi-
translation into Japanese, mostly rearranging the order of the Chinese characters to accord
with Japanese syntax and adding Japanese kana to indicate verb endings and grammatical
particles. This semi-translation only covered about the first third of his collection, which he
judged to be genuine. There are a number of Korean “translations” in the same vein. For this
reason I have translated directly from the Chinese, especially as the punctuation by Hosoi and
others is not always accurate and some of the characters are mis-readings.The real problem in
translating and explaining the Ch�öæp Kam nok, however, is that it is propaganda written in code
and allusion. Unfortunately, we now have only limited access to that code, and the message of
this underground literature has been corrupted through repeated reproduction in manuscript
form. There is, in other words, no master text. The only “code books” we have from this period
are the texts of geomancy and divination. But these texts cannot be relied upon for the exact
codes used for the Ch�öæp Kam nok; they are, rather, the code books used by officials for similar
forms of prognostication and propaganda.There are at least two major codes and a number of
lesser allied codes in the Ch�öæp Kam nok corpus. The two chief sets of codes are those of
geomancy (K. p’ungsu, Ch. fengshui) and a form of political prognostication called toch’am (Ch.
tuchen). While these two sets of codes appear to deal with different subjects—one with the
potency of certain geographical locations and the other with political predictions made via
numerological cycles, omens, and symbols—both emerge out of a similar intellectual tradition
of early Chinese prognosticatory arts such as divination, the Yijing (Book of Changes),
physiognomy, astrology, and the like. In fact, both sets of codes share certain theoretical
components, such as the fluctuations or operations of ki (Ch. qi, “vitality”), as evidenced in



terms like “the fortunes of vitality tuchen.”3 Some observers think that an important, and
possibly distinctive, feature of Korean geomancy is the combination of geomancy with toch’am,
as used in the belief that the vitality of a site, especially a royal capital, can prosper and decay,
from which predictions may be made about the longevity of a dynasty or its imminent
collapse.4 This combination, then, is the most distinctive element in the nativist geomancy
created in the Kory�ð dynasty (918–1392) that became one of the major themes in the Ch�öæp
Kam nok corpus. During the Chos�öà period in particular the court tried, largely unsuccessfully,
to ban nativist geomancy and replace it with an authorized Chinese geomancy that could be
seen as unaffected by toch’am predictions.Another practice that creates difficulties in
explaining and translating the Ch�öæp Kam nok corpus is that the texts were written in such a
way as to elude detection by the authoritarian regimes that were habitually suspicious of their
subjects. East Asian readers ever since Han times, if not earlier, were versed in reading
between the lines and knew how to interpret the devices—indirection, allusion, disguising
references to current events by casting them in the past, and cryptic puzzles—used to mask
criticism of the authorities. Even love poems, like some in the Book of Odes (Shijing), a
Confucian classic, came to be forcibly interpreted in political and moral terms. A more
contemporary example is a historical drama, the 1961 Hai Rui Dismissed from Office, which
played a role in the Chinese Cultural Revolution. The play, set in the period around 1570, is
about a provincial official, Hai Rui, who intervened to stop unscrupulous men from confiscating
peasant land, with the result that he was dismissed by the emperor. This drama was
interpreted as an attack on the Communist Party and Mao Zedong (the emperor) dismissing
Peng Dehuai (Hai Rui), who had opposed the establishment of communes from the
confiscated land of the peasants.5 As direct protest by the common people was traditionally
rarely tolerated in East Asia, where demonstrations and riots were treated as a slur on the
integrity and moral integrity of kings or rulers, as signs of Heaven’s disfavor, such protests were
almost immediately repressed. Equally, word of massive natural disasters was hushed up by
the Chinese authorities because traditionally such events were taken to be omens of Heaven’s
disapproval. One example is the 1976 Tangshan earthquake, which contributed to the downfall
of the Gang of Four. In most cases, only certain officials, such as the censors, were to
remonstrate with the ruler and government leaders, and even then, remonstration could be life
threatening when the ruler was capricious. Likewise, in mid-Chos�öà Korea, channels of dissent
were strictly limited.6 Such conditions probably produced an increase in covert and furtive
criticism in various forms of ominous propaganda that were circulated, at least initially, in secret
and in peasant uprisings. It was in this mid-to-late Chos�öà period that the extant Ch�öæp Kam nok
and its allied texts were produced.Even in the more tolerant and pluralistic Kory�ð dynasty that
preceded the Chos�öà period, threats to the ruling Wang clan were not countenanced. During the
Kory�òÀ there emerged what we might call a nativist geomancy associated largely with Buddhist
monks. This nativist stream was generally repressed by the Chos�öà authorities, who promoted a
more Neo-Confucian-friendly geomancy imported from Ming-dynasty China. This in a sense
was understandable, as Korean state formation was largely informed by imported Chinese
theories, including geomancy and political propaganda in the guise of omens and
predictions.All of the above means that the reader of the Ch�öæp Kam nok, even in translation,
must likewise read between the lines, as is the case with the prediction genre more generally. I
have attempted to present as much relevant historical background as I can in this introduction
and in the notes to the translation as a way of supplying context, without which the text would
be incomprehensible. To understand the Ch�öæp Kam nok corpus and provide clues as to how it
is to be read, it is necessary to detail the theory and history of geomancy and prediction, as



well as to outline some of the history of insurrections in Korea. In many cases the allusions and
predictions concern specific events, which is why I have written in detail on select events in the
Chos�öà period. Moreover, the history of mantic prediction is not well understood, much of it
having as yet to be subjected to the basic philological research needed to establish useful
editions or historical developments. This primary literature is vast, and in recent years
translations into Korean of some of the Chinese geomancy textbooks used in Chos�öà have
appeared. I have not used these translations, however, preferring to examine the original
woodblock-print texts when they were available online. There are also many Chinese, Korean,
and Japanese studies on geomancy that I have not had access to, and some of those I have
seen do not offer much in the way of fresh interpretation, especially from a historian’s point of
view.In some respects, the pioneering work by Yi Py�öævFð, Kory�ð sidae �Ö• y�öé&wS  T’�Ö¶†• toch’am
sasang �Ö• palch�öà �ÖÀ chungsim �×&ð (Studies of the Kory�ð period: In particular centered on the
development of prognostication thought), first written in 1947 and amended in 1979, remains
the best study on the geomancy of political prediction for the Kory�ð and early Chos�öà periods,
despite its acceptance of some early documents that have recently been deemed later
forgeries. Yi’s study was not followed by similarly thorough research, however. It would appear
that such subjects were ignored by empiricist historians who viewed them as mere superstition
or marginal and unworthy of attention. Yet that empiricist position ignores the faith people in
Kory�ð and Chos�öà placed in such mantic practices, whether it be kings using them to locate their
capitals or minjung rebels adopting them as tools of insurrectionary propaganda.Information
that appears to be marginal, especially to the modern eye, is often more revealing of tensions
and repressions in a society than is the study of what are regarded as mainstream politics,
ideology, and religion. When the political and ideological center suppresses alternative or older
world views, these views emerge at the margins, both physically and metaphorically, in so-
called superstitions as well as in new religions, folk practices or invented traditions,
underground movements, and insurrections. In these marginalized discourses, key concepts
such as ki (“material force” or “vitality”) also preserve older or different meanings to those found
in the hegemonic ideology. I became aware of this in chance conversations I had in Korea
about ki with people ranging from university administrators, senior monks, members of new
religions, and even fortune-tellers (some with names like Grandmother of Mount Kyeryong).
They were not talking about the ki that features in the Neo-Confucian discourse that dominated
Chos�öà official ideology. For the Neo-Confucians, ki, “material energy,” was the constituent of
everything in the universe. They debated the relationship of this ki constituent to pattern or
principle. It was applied to all spheres of life. Discussions of punishments and inheritance, for
example, were grounded in this conception of ki. According to Zhu Xi (1130–1200), the Neo-
Confucian thinker most revered in Chos�öâÀ people were made up of ki, which one inherits from
one’s parents. As filial piety was a core value of Confucianism that was expressed at times via
ancestor worship, the most extreme punishment was mutilation because it damaged the
inherited ki.7 On the other hand, the filial piety of ki extended to the geomancy of grave sites,
an aspect of ancestor worship. Yet the ki of Neo-Confucian ontology and the ki of geomancy
are different. The ki of the ontology is universal; it constitutes everything and so is a “material
force.” The ki of geomancy is particular, a vitality that is conveyed through mountain “veins” to
especially potent locations, or “points.” This ki is blocked by water, which in the ontology should
also be ki but cannot be so in geomancy. The foundational classics of geomancy, the Zangshu
(Book of Burial) and Qingwu jing, allegedly state,If ki rides the wind it is scattered, if it is
bordered by water it stops. The ancients collected it so that it did not scatter, and directed it so
that it would stop. Therefore, it is called p’ungsu (Ch. fengshui, “wind and water”).This passage



was summed up as “obtaining water and hiding [it from the] wind.” In other words, ki passes
through channels, or veins, or on the wind but not through water. Geomancers frequently
compared this to the ki (energy/airs) of the body that is channeled through veins and can be
stimulated at specific points, as in acupuncture. I have therefore translated this ki as “vitality” to
distinguish it from the ontological ki of “material force.”It should also be noted that ki changes in
meaning over time. It has been argued that in the thirteenth-century Korean book the Samguk
yusa (Memorabilia of the Three Kingdoms), the accounts of the mythical founders of states
preserve an ancient meaning for ki of a “wonderful/awful power” that entered from heaven into
noble persons. Later, in the thought of Ch’oe Che’u (1824–1864), the founder of the Tonghak
religion, ki was in everything and yet the supreme ki was external to one and descended into
one from an external spirit, Sangje.8 This interpretation of the operation of ki looks like a
combination of the ancient belief with the Neo-Confucian ontology.In any case, most Chos�öâÐ
period Neo-Confucians subscribed to the geomancy for the grave sites of their relatives in the
hope of gaining for themselves and their descendants the good fortune of the ki of their
ancestors. There were few consistent rationalists who rejected geomancy because they
realized that the ki of geomancy that operated on the theory of the resonance (literally,
“influence and response”) of the same ki (tonggi kam’�Öæp T�l#a�aÉ) was not the same as the ki that
constituted everything in the universe. The ki of the Ch�öæp Kam nok corpus is that of geomancy
and ancient Korean belief.Likewise, there was a remedial geomancy (pibo) attributed to an
alleged monk named Tos�öà who is thought to have lived just before the Kory�ð dynasty was
founded. In this practice, it was believed that the flow of ki could be altered by building Buddhist
structures on certain sites. This ki likewise could not be the ontological ki. While it is often said
that this pibo geomancy was distinctive of Korea, such remedial works were common in
Chinese geomantic practice, as I witnessed at the tomb of the eminent monk Xuyün (ca. 1840–
1959) near Nanhua Monastery, where an earthen embankment was raised to enhance the
geomantic ki. What was viewed as distinctive in “Tos�öé s system” was the use of Buddhist
structures that must have been considered to have their own potency; nevertheless, pagodas
around Quanzhou in China during the Ming dynasty were used in the same way.As the
aforementioned should make clear, readers must be careful not to automatically impose the
understanding of key concepts, such as the ki of the hegemonic Neo-Confucian discourse,
onto works like the Ch�öæp Kam nok. While some of the concepts, such as yin and yang or the
Mandate of Heaven, may be identical, readers must be alert to the possibility that the authors
of and the audience for the Ch�öæp Kam nok corpus may have given them slightly different
nuances.The same problem is present in the historical accounts of the events that form the
contexts for the composition and use of the Ch�öæp Kam nok corpus. Thus, like the accounts of
the Cathars, believers of the Languedoc region of southern France whom the medieval Church
considered heretics, the accounts of insurrectionaries in Chos�öà Korea were those of
confessions made to the authorities, usually under the threat of torture. Moreover, the writers of
these accounts were Neo-Confucian bureaucrats who consciously or not would have recorded
events and confessions through the prism of their Neo-Confucian training. Even the history of
the previous dynasty, the Kory�òÀ was written from the perspective of the Neo-Confucianism that
gained hegemony beginning in the early Chos�öà dynasty, often leading Chos�öà historians to
disparage or misunderstand the motivations of the people they were writing about. This is an
unfortunate but unavoidable bias, given the nature of our sources. The present translation of
the Ch�öæp Kam nok corpus is, to my knowledge, the first monograph-length analysis of the
corpus to be produced in a Western language. It may therefore offer a minor corrective and
provide an opportunity for a glimpse into the aspirations and world view of the marginalized



people of pre-modern Korea through the prism of the propaganda that tried to both represent
their aims and enable them to mount insurrections to overthrow their rulers.A final caution is
that the Ch�öæp Kam nok is both the name of a single text and the general name for a group of
similar texts. There are many versions of the Ch�öæp Kam nok, and similar texts are now
available other than the one that I have translated, which is based on the closest thing to a
standard version, it being the first to be printed. I expect more insights will be gained in future
from these other materials. This translation and study, then, is but a first step into the world of
the pre-modern Korean dissenters and rebels from their perspective.Historical
BackgroundKorea has long had an underground insurrectionary literature, a genre that
encompasses both prediction and propaganda, that circulated when dissatisfaction with the
status quo was profound, when many people were marginalized and there was a widespread
perception that that the rulers were no longer fit to govern. The Ch�öæp Kam nok is the best-
known example of this genre. The resilience of this literary form is evidenced by the invocation
of the Ch�öæp Kam nok by spin doctors in recent South Korean presidential elections, for
example in an aborted attempt in the early 2000s to move the capital and thereby decentralize
the locus of authority from Seoul to the foot of Mount Kyeryong (the plan later advocated that
the capital shift to what is now called Sejong City, to the north), and by new religious
movements during the Japanese occupation period and after to validate some of their
teachings. Another example is the 1987 presidential election, when supporters of Kim Y�öæw6�Ð
and Kim Taej�Öæp repeatedly claimed that their man was the so-called true man (chin’in) who
appeared on an island in the southern seas (namhae) as predicted in the Ch�öæp Kam nok.
Similar arguments developed on this topic in the 1992 election. Some candidates even shifted
their residences to conform to predictions. The textual proof or direct quotations for these
predictions do not appear in the Ch�öæp Kam nok,9 however, but were drawn from some
undocumented rumor or another text of prognostication.From the 1920s, the prediction of a
new dynasty with its capital at Sindoan located at the base of Mount Kyeryong persuaded
many believers in new religions to go there in the hope of finding the entrance to a new utopia.
These moves were largely sparked by prognostications in the Ch�öæp Kam nok.10 The
government began to restrict settlement in the area of Sindoan in 1975 and from 1983 began
to demolish the buildings that had been erected there. Later, the South Korean government
proposed shifting the capital to the area at the base of Mount Kyeryong, and many real estate
agents set up shop there hoping to cash in, as I witnessed in the early 2000s. This modern
attempt to move the capital was abortive, however, just as had been the brief attempt to
establish the capital there at the start of the Chos�öà period.Many new religious movements
used or misused the Ch�öæp Kam nok genre, as was the case when believers gathered around
Sindoan hoping for the advent of a utopia or salvation. Some among them expected a savior
surnamed Ch�öæp to appear on Mount Kyeryong and head a new dynasty, selecting his officials
from among the local residents. Some also believed that lines from the texts forecast that their
founder or a person surnamed Ch�öæp would emerge to lead first Korea and then the world as a
spiritual and political savior. The Ch�öæp Kam nok played a role in the Tonghak peasant rebellion
of 1894, a game-changing event in recent Korean history. The text has even been appealed to
by members of the Christian-derived Unification Church (T’ongilgyo). Ch�öæp Kam nok-style texts
continue to be fabricated by politico-religious groups. Works with similar titles have been
produced even into the twenty-first century, some combined with quotations from the
Bible.11Recent fabrications along the lines just described belong to a long tradition stretching
back as early as the first century BCE in China, a tradition that came to prominence in the
career of Wang Mang (r. 9–23 CE), who usurped the throne of the Han dynasty for a short



period. Such texts and songs consisting primarily of prognostication remained a constant
feature of political propaganda thereafter. Aspiring rulers used such propaganda, appealing to
notions of cycles of history and to vaguely supernatural forces and omens, in attempts to
legitimate their cause. At the same time, once in power they tried to suppress any new
predictions with political overtones. The Chos�öà authorities, for example, were on the lookout for
the appearance of propaganda leaflets and rumors forecasting the fall of the dynasty. The court
records are full of the results of interrogations of people suspected of forging or spreading such
predictions. Many suspects were executed as conspirators and rebels, the epithet “bandit”
often used for such people by both the authorities and the fabricators of the predictions. The
Chos�öà rulers were only too aware of the influence of such propaganda; they and their
predecessors, the Wang clan of the Kory�ð dynasty, had used exactly this kind of predictive
propaganda in their ascent to power.In Korea at least, these predictions were often portrayed
as coming from the mouths of famous strategists or spiritual adepts of the distant past.
Perennial favorites, possibly because of the romance associated with them in literature, were
the heroes of the Three Kingdoms (220–265), which were formed out of the downfall of the
Chinese Han empire. The most often referred to was Zhuge Liang (181–234), popularly known
as Reclining Dragon. It appears, at least in the Ch�öæp Kam nok constellation of texts, that
readers were being directed toward comparing then-contemporary events in Korea with the
events surrounding the collapse of the Han dynasty. This is partially confirmed by the fact that
the last king of Korea to actually rule, Kojong, in 1897 adopted as his imperial title Kwangmu,
the posthumous name of the illustrious Liu Xiu, Emperor Guangwu (25–58) of the Han, who
reunited the empire after the fall of Wang Mang.When a prediction was attributed to a popular
figure from the past, at least during the Chos�öà period, the past prediction associated with that
person is often uncannily similar to predictions issued just prior to some recent event. The
contemporary propagandists hoped thereby to remind readers of past events and so convince
them that this latest prediction was likewise true. This practice was known to the ancient
Greeks and came to be known by the Latin name vaticinium post eventum, “prediction after the
event.”12 The propagandists hoped that most of their audience would suspend disbelief,
conclude that the predictions were valid and potent, and join the insurrection. These
propaganda texts were therefore a kind of political manifesto, setting out the reasons for
dissatisfaction in graphic and often exaggerated language but also making promises of a bright
future for those perceptive enough to join the insurrection or at least to escape to safe refuges
from where they could emerge and enjoy the benefits of living under a new regime.The Ch�öæp
Kam nok was built on a long Korean and Chinese tradition of political prognostication. It is
clear, moreover, that the short texts eventually collected under that title were continuously
being rewritten or rephrased well into the 1890s, eventually finding their way into print for the
first time in 1923. It is generally agreed that some elements of these texts, or the original form
of some of these texts, were likely to have been written soon after the 1636 Manchu (Qing)
invasion of Korea and even earlier, after the Japanese invasion of 1592 (Imjin waeran), as
these events are “predicted” in some of the texts. Moreover, similar sentences or phrases seen
in some extant Ch�öæp Kam nok texts also appear in Chos�öà court records, some as early as
1411.13 Because these texts were predicting rebellion and are associated with dissatisfaction
with the ruling regime, prognosticating the overthrow of that regime and a shift of the capital,
they were banned by the authorities and so had to be circulated underground in manuscript
copies. Possession of such samizdat literature was tantamount to treason, with the predictable
result that there was no overall directing hand to maintain a consistent message. While the
authors often drew upon earlier texts and a pool of common phrases, which may have



functioned as slogans, it was inevitable that diverse texts emerged. Moreover, as in most
manuscript cultures, the resulting texts are fluid, with considerable variation, even with different
titles for more or less the same work, and attributed to various famous monks and fortune-
tellers as well as figures of the imagination.Despite their fluidity and diversity, these texts share
a number of themes, such as predictions of calamities, the end of dynasties, and the
emergence of messianic dynastic founders. They also have in common a number of
techniques for prediction, such as geomancy and numerology, including elements like the Book
of Changes (Yijing) hexagrams, ki (Ch. qi, “vitality”), cycles of time, and the coordination of the
five elements, the directions, colors, animals, and stars. These techniques and ideas were also
held by the ruling elites, who, though versed in Confucianism, understandably did not
accommodate new subversive elements that would seem contrary to the prevailing geomantic
consensus.Confucianism in this context is more broadly the Sinitic world view that at end of the
Han dynasty had come to contain a range of assumptions, among them cycles of time, the
Mandate of Heaven, the predictive powers of the hexagrams of the Yijing, and the five
elements, or phases, and their succession. This is the irrational underbelly of Confucianism,
often ignored now but crucially important in pre-modern times. In addition, there were practices
associated with the court, such as astronomy and the monopoly on the production of
calendars, the color symbols of the dynasty, and the emperor’s seasonal rituals in the Hall of
Light (K. My�öævF�ærÀ Ch. Mingtang). Some of these beliefs can be traced back to the Confucian
classics, especially to the Yijing and the Classic of Documents (Shujing, also known as the
Shangshu). Furthermore, from the court down to the common people, there was a shared
belief in geomancy, numerology, and glyphomancy. Even Zhu Xi, that stalwart of the
supposedly more rational Neo-Confucianism that came to dominate Chos�öà Korean thought,
allegedly subscribed to some of these ideas, geomancy, for instance. All of these ideas and
practices were introduced from China into Korea from the earliest stages of the two countries’
interaction. Without an understanding of this suite of beliefs and practices, much of Korean
history cannot be properly comprehended.This genre of propaganda via prediction was known
by several names, among them pigi (arcane predictions, secret records) and toch’am
(diagrammatic revelations). Forms of this genre are important because they give voice to the
complaints both of members of the elite whose ambitions were frustrated and of the
marginalized and downtrodden in Chos�öà society such as the sons of concubines as well as
monks, slaves, and outcastes. These people, who at times may have comprised the majority of
the population, had few other outlets for their dissatisfaction. Their main complaints were about
being excluded from the officialdom as well as about rapacious officials and landlords and
improper behavior at the court. Immoral behavior by the court was believed, both by the people
and by officials, as inevitably inducing nature or Heaven to visit disasters such as famines and
floods on the population and the rulers as warnings and punishments. Such warnings and
various omens were believed to precede the fall of the dynasty.The Ch�öæp Kam nok array of
texts, then, is important for understanding the propaganda and attempted insurrections of the
latter half of the Chos�öà period and even helps illuminate questions of resistance against
Western and Japanese influences. These texts provide insight into the hopes of the
marginalized (both members of the elite and would-be elites) and oppressed, who comprised
what some historians call the minjung, or revolutionary masses. Moreover, their use up through
modern times aids comprehension of the motivations of other marginalized groups, namely, the
people who subscribe to the many new religious movements that have proliferated in Korea
since the 1860s, when Tonghak began. Their influence can be detected even in recent political
campaigns. Their saliency through time makes clear that, while these texts appear to be



arcane, obscure, and superstitious, their importance as a current in the Korean world view
should not be underestimated.History of the Mantic ArtsThe Ch�öæp Kam nok and associated
texts of the Chos�öà period are generally allocated to the genre called in Chinese tuchen (K.
toch’am), which came to prominence during the Han dynasty (202 BCE–220 CE) under
various names, only one of which was tuchen. Chen meant prediction and tu probably referred
to something known as the Hetu (Yellow River diagram). The characteristics of the primarily
political predictions called tuchen were belief in yin and yang and the five phases (K. ohaeng,
Ch. wuxing) or five powers (K. dock, Ch. wude); the withdrawal of the Mandate of Heaven from
a ruler via omens, which were portents of disasters or anomalies that were warnings from
Heaven either presaging a rise of a new dynasty or encouraging the current ruler to reform his
behavior and state. Predictions could come in various forms: via glyphomancy, that is, the
deconstruction of a character into elements to form other characters or combination of
elements of characters to form a phrase in a kind of cryptic crossword; by the introduction of
mythical or legendary figures from the distant past to give voice to the predictions; through use
of a mystical geography or geomancy to indicate fortune or fate; by means of astronomical
events as omens of the future; via the introduction of notions from the arts of immortality; and
through esoteric explanations of the Confucian classics.14 All of these elements save the last,
the explanations of the Confucian classics, appear in the Ch�öæp Kam nok constellation of
texts.Most of the characteristics listed above share a number of fundamental assumptions. The
first is that changes over time occur in cycles and can be predicted through various means
such as observing natural omens or by divination. Such observations and divinations are made
possible by the idea that certain features of the cosmos—such as colors, elements, compass
directions, stars and planets, numbers, seasons, and qualities—resonate, correspond, or can
be correlated.15 At the moral and political level, these correspondences are symbols of the
relations of human beings to the cosmos and presuppose that human actions influence
Heaven (whether understood to be a natural force, an anthropomorphic and all-powerful being,
or a principle with a will) and that Heaven can order or mandate warnings and changes in
response (ganying, “influence and response”), something said to underpin the theories of the
Yijing.16The medium through which these changes are expressed is ki, that vital force
encompassing meanings such as ether, breath, mist, pneuma, or material force. This vitality
can be concentrated into veins in the earth, the blood in animals, the movements of clouds,
lightning, and suchlike phenomena. Ki also underlies human life and personality, as is evident
in expressions such as the Korean kibun (feeling) or the Japanese genki (health).The tuchen
texts are concerned above all with fate, which may be rendered as ming (K. my�öærÀ “life” or
“mandate”) or yun (K. un), especially dayun, a long cycle of time and the fortune associated
with it. Tuchen texts do not promise an afterlife or even guarantee peace and good fortune in
this life. The underlying principle is, rather, that the universe is marked by change, which can
be for good or bad, and those seeking to understand their fate should try to use the predictions
in these texts to make the best of the future for themselves and their descendants.These
tuchen texts are generally attributed to fangshi (magicians, intermediaries) or to shujia
(numerologists), who possibly originated with court diviners and astrologers of pre-Qin
(pre-221 BCE) times. These specialists may have had some things in common with shamans
(Ch. wu), but they were distinguished from shamans in Han-dynasty literature. On the other
hand, fangshi are distinguished from ru, or Confucians (ru originally denoted scholars but later
came to mean Confucians), but Han Confucianism was a broad church, leading to
considerable overlap between the views of the fangshi and the Confucians. For example, the
Yijing was a Confucian classic, yet it was a text of divination the theories of which comprise



important contributions to the tuchen literature. As the first sentence of modern bibliographer
An Chun’g�Öé s preface to his Ch�öæp Kam nok chips�öæp says, “In a word, the Ch�öæp Kam nok can
be called an interpretation of Chos�öâÖG–æ�7G• history via the Yijing.”17The tuchen genre is also
frequently called chenwei. Wei were “mystical commentaries” on the Confucian classics,
though the term is sometimes erroneously translated as “apocrypha.” Wei are claimed to have
been written by fangshi. Perhaps one of the most important commentators on the Confucian
classics, Zheng Xuan (127–200), also wrote commentaries on wei and even quoted wei to
support his interpretations of the classics. In addition, some of the leading “Confucian” thinkers
of the Han dynasty, such as Dong Zhongshu (ca. 179–ca. 104 BCE), also used wei to bolster
their theories. This is not surprising given that the Confucian classics refer to divination and
portents. The Analects (Lunyu) mentions the Hetu; the Spring and Autumn Annals (Chunqiu),
allegedly by Confucius, has entries on omens taken to be warnings from Heaven;18 and a
version of the heavenly mandate theory is championed in Mencius (Mengzi).Reasons for the
popularity of toch’am in Chos�öà Korea may be explained in part by the hegemony of the
Confucian world view in that period. This world view permitted the infiltration of toch’am ideas,
a process aided by the adoption of the histories of the Han dynasty, the Han shu and the Hou
Han shu, as subject matter for the civil service examinations from 372 in Kogury�ð and 788 in
Silla Korea.19 These two histories were mined for examples of policy by Chos�öà bureaucrats
and Confucians and were prime sources for ancient Korean history, which accounts for the fact
that in the Chos�öà period, abstracts were made from the Han shu.20CHINA: HAN DYNASTY
AND EARLIERThe Yijing is based on the ancient practice of scapulomancy, a technique
whereby the future is read in cracks formed in animal bones and tortoise shells when they
were placed in fire. Rulers’ questions about the auspiciousness of certain actions were often
phrased to solicit yes or no responses. The cracks were later simplified into broken and
unbroken lines reflecting these binary questions. The lines were determined by casting yarrow
stalks, with even numbers taken as broken lines and odd numbers as unbroken lines. In time,
the unbroken lines were equated with yang and its qualities (light, male, positive) and the
broken lines with yin and its qualities (shade, female, negative).21 The lines were organized
into trigrams (three lines) and assigned images such as fire, water, lake, and mountain,
according to resemblances that were detected between the trigrams and natural shapes or the
characters designating them. Hence the trigram for water, or kan (broken lines above and
below, with an unbroken line in between), was like the character for water l4 (a correspondence
more evident in ancient script). However, as the title Book of Changes indicates, these lines
and images were in a state of flux. All was undergoing change, a notion that appears to have
impressed Confucius, who allegedly studied the Yijing.22 The basic idea was that the nascent
phase of a change can be divined and so provide an indication of future events.23 Later,
judgments and moral interpretations were added to these changes, some attributed to King
Wen and the Duke of Zhou, who were, according to Confucius, paragons of political
virtue.24Cosmological speculation arose out of the Yijing, especially with respect to the source
of everything, the wuji or taiji (K. t’aeg�Ö²À “supreme ultimate”), symbolized as a circle divided into
light and dark.25 The core notion comes from the “Xici zhuan” (Commentary on the appended
judgments) of the Yijing, the most often-cited passage of which is,Therefore the changes have
the taiji. This produces two forces [later equated with yin and yang]. The two forces produce
four images. The four images produce the eight trigrams, and the eight trigrams determine
fortune and misfortune, which produce the great deeds.26Because the “great deed” refers to
the work of founding a dynasty or state and governing it, by early Han times the Yijing was
interpreted politically, as is made clear by the passage that precedes the above-quoted



passage.The comings and goings [of changes in a cycle] are never exhausted, which is called
eternal (tong). [When these comings and goings are] seen they are called images. When [an
image] takes form, it is called a vessel. [When vessels] are put into a system and used it is
called law. [When they are] used for benefit whether leaving or entering (in all circumstances)
and the people all use it then it is called divine.27The Yijing thus supported the idea of
recurring cycles of change and of omens that augured future changes. As the sage (Ch. junzi,
K. kunja, a “virtuous person” or “ruler”) and king are prime actors in the judgments of the Yijing,
this book was used to predict political upheavals. One classic example of such use is in the
interpretation of the Yijing by Xun Shuang (128–190 CE), who recommended that women and
eunuchs be excluded from meddling in political affairs, an issue that likewise concerned some
authors of the Ch�öæp Kam nok corpus in Korea. Xun associated the wicked ruler and an excess
of yin (females) in ruling positions with a sign that change was imminent and that the ruling
elite would be eliminated by the Mandate of Heaven. It is open to question whether Xun’s ideas
specifically contributed to the Yellow Turbans and the Taiping Rebellion that started in 170
CE,28 but these ideas certainly had the potential to justify insurrection. It is clear that the Yijing
was a major source for tuchen ideas and numerology, and a number of Yijing chenwei
exist.The Hetu and Luoshu (Luo River writings) diagrams had an origin separate from that of
the Yijing but also came to be incorporated into the commentaries on the Yijing. The diagrams
were associated with numerology and the five phases (or five elements).29 The Hetu was
mentioned by Confucius as a portent, and it and the Luoshu became a mainstay of tuchen
literature.30 Both the Hetu and Luoshu were allegedly brought forth from the rivers in north
China in remotest antiquity. They coordinated numbers, directions, and the five phases. They
were also magical squares using the numbers one to ten, which were divided into black even
(yin) numbers and white odd (yang) numbers, adding up to fifteen in the Luoshu and to twenty
in the Hetu. The Luoshu in particular was associated with the nine mansions (jiugong) of the
Hall of Light (Ch. Mingtang, K. My�öævF�ær’ã3� This is significant because the nine mansions
became the basis of a divination system called the Nine Mansion Divination (K. Kugung); the
Hall of Light is the name for the crucial site in geomancy.32 The Mingtang was divided into
nine rooms, or mansions, in which the emperor performed rituals according to the season.33 It
was reconstructed by the Han dynasty in 109 CE after some debate over its plan.34 Both the
Nine Mansion Divination and the Mingtang feature in the Ch�öæp Kam nok corpus. Although
there is doubt about the dates of some of the theories and arrangements associated with the
Hetu and Luoshu diagrams, there is no question that they were in place by the sixth century
and most likely by the time the tuchen texts were written during the Han dynasty.35TUCHENOf
these theories, the five phases and yin and yang are described as the basic keys to the tuchen
literature. The Yijing says that yin and yang are the Way, and the “Hongfan” chapter of the Book
of Documents (Shujing) speaks of the five phases, these being water, fire, wood, metal, and
earth.36 The “Hongfan” chapter in particular was popular in Korea among Confucians because
it was believed that its reputed author, the Viscount of Ji (Ch. Jizi, K. Kija), had settled in Korea
and so introduced the proto-Confucianism of the “Hongfan” chapter into the country during the
period between the fall of the Shang dynasty (ca. 1600–ca. 1045 BCE) and the rise of King Wu
of Zhou in north China. The Viscount of Ji was also mentioned in the Yijing, hexagram 36
(mingyi, “enlightening the eastern barbarians”). He was supposed to have founded the state of
Old Chos�öâÀ the legendary first state in the Korean peninsula.37The five phases became the
subject of investigation by Zou Yan during the third century BCE. Zou was interested in the
patterns of the cosmos, engaging in speculations on astronomy, the extent of the world, and
the sequences of the five phases and their relation to yin and yang.38 The likelihood has been



raised that Zou Yan lived before the “Hongfan” chapter was written, which would make Zou Yan
the creator of the five phases theory.39 The historian Sima Qian (ca. 145–ca. 86 BCE) tells us
that Zou Yan examined the five phases (or powers, as he termed the phases) and the cycles of
yin and yang. Sima Qian also stated that Zou classified China’s natural topography and
claimed that China only constitutes one eighty-first part of the whole world. “Moreover, he
followed the great events in the rise and fall of ages, and by means of their omens and [an
examination into their] system, extended his survey [still further] backwards to the time when
the heavens and the earth had not yet been born.”40 Zou was considered the founder of the
School of yin and Yang.41Zou Yan linked the five phases, or five powers, to dynasties and the
display of omens by Heaven.42 All of these—phases, dynasties, and their colors—were
believed to follow in a set sequence, the earliest probably being the sequence of mutual
conquest (xiang sheng or xiang ke).43 By the time of the Han dynasty, other sequences had
been proposed, the most important of which was the sequence of mutual production (xiang
sheng).44 This sequence is attested in the Chunqiu fanlu by Dong Zhongshu of the second
century BCE.45 These sequences appear in nearly all of the tuchen texts, including the Ch�öæp
Kam nok corpus. This was because the tuchen authors assumed that one could predict the
future if one knew the correct sequence of the phases, the current phase, and how omens
were connected to these phases.46These sequences were also linked to dynastic fortunes,
and dynastic leaders chose a “patron element,” that is, one of the five phases, to show that
they were legitimate by virtue of the fact that they belonged to the correct cosmic sequence as
determined by Heaven.47 A clear statement of such linkages was made in the Spring and
Autumn Annals of Mr. Lü (Lüshi chunqiu) of circa 240 CE.Whenever a sovereign or king is
about to rise to power, Heaven will certainly manifest a favorable sign to mankind in advance.
At the time of the Yellow Emperor [a mythological ruler] Heaven had displayed creatures of the
earth, such as worms, beforehand. The Yellow Emperor said that the energy of earth was in
the ascendant, and in those circumstances he singled out yellow for prominence among the
colors and modeled his actions on earth.48Some of the tuchen texts, like some texts in the
Ch�öæp Kam nok corpus, even assigned lengths of time or numbers of generations to the
longevity of the dynasty.49These sequences were inevitably linked to the idea of the heavenly
mandate (tian ming), an idea that predates Confucius.50 The Mandate of Heaven was later
given a specifically political role by Mencius,51 who made it moral, with a benevolent ruler
gaining the trust of the people and so gaining the approval of Heaven. In that sense, the
mandate lies with the people, the people becoming the voice of Heaven, a view of the mandate
never fully accepted by autocrats, however.52 Autocrats, it would seem, preferred the idea of
“fixed terms” or “fortune” as seen in the sequences of the powers and colors. The notion of
fixed sequences of the five phases, linked to colors and the Mandate of Heaven, was used by
Wang Mang to justify his usurpation of the Han throne in 9 CE. Wang Mang was able to
manipulate the belief in omens in which disasters were warnings from Heaven. The Han
leaders had promoted the worship of Heaven and its association with the fabled Zhou
dynasty.53 However, there was a prophecy voiced by Gan Zhongke in the reign of Emperor
Cheng (r. 33–7 BCE) that a harbinger in the person of Chijing zi, or the Essential Spirit of Red,
appearing at the end of the Han dynasty meant the displacement of the color of the Han, red,
with yellow, the color of earth. Wang Mang cleverly utilized this prophecy and the sequence of
mutual production that said that fire or red produces earth.54 By fabricating a number of
omens and a talisman or token, Wang Mang made it seem that Heaven was compelling him to
become emperor.55The idea of a talisman as a mandate to rule (fuming) or a prediction given
by Heaven had already been promoted by Dong Zhongshu on the basis that “if a king is proper



then the primal vitality (yuanqi) is harmonious and in conformity [with Heaven], the winds and
rains will be timely, stars of good fortune will be sighted, and a yellow dragon will descend.”
Therefore, in the past, “when hunting in the west they captured a unicorn (jilin), which is the
talisman of the acceptance of the mandate.”56One talisman presented to Wang Mang was a
stone obtained from a well. The stone had red script on it stating that Wang should be the
emperor.57 As Hans Bielenstein has concluded about the machinations of Wang Mang and
Emperor Guangwu, who restored the Han dynasty after the defeat of Wang Mang, they “were
masters of applied psychology. They interpreted prophecies in the classical and apocryphal
texts to their advantage, invented prognostications, manufactured auspicious omens, and
circulated political songs against their enemies.”58 These events in the Han dynasty
established a precedent that would be followed by dynasties and would-be dynasts or
revolutionaries thereafter. From this time on “no contestant for power could afford to ignore the
principle of the heavenly mandate, and for many centuries it was essential to maintain that the
emperor and his house were taking their rightful place in the cycle of the Five Phases.”59
Wang Mang’s example lived on and later dynasties appealed to the same combination of
omens, the heavenly mandate, cycles of the five phases and colors, and so forth, to support
their overthrow of the previous dynasty.60 The Han-dynasty tuchen take these elements as
their core themes, and the authors of the Ch�öæp Kam nok constellation of texts through to the
end of the nineteenth century continued the tradition.Allied ideas can be seen in the
numerology that arose out of the Yijing and the Book of Documents, and the correlation of
numbers with phases, directions, colors, hexagrams, and even the predicted duration of
dynasties became the core of political numerology. These in turn were related to astronomy or
astrology and the creation of calendars. The Spring and Autumn Annals and its commentary by
Mr. Zuo (Zuozhuan) are full of predictions about the fates of rulers and states based on
sightings of constellations or of celestial bodies entering into certain areas of the sky. There is,
for example, the following entry for 533 BCE.There was a fire in Chen. Bei Cao of Zheng said,
“In five years the state of Chen will be re-established; and after fifty-two years of re-
establishment it will finally perish…. Chen belongs to the element water. Fire is antagonistic to
water, and is under the control of the state of Chu. Now the Fire planet (Mercury) has appeared
and kindled this fire in Chen, [which indicates] the expulsion of Chu and the re-establishment of
Chen. Antagonistic elements come to their completion under the number five, and therefore I
say it will be five years. The Year star (Jupiter) must come five times to the constellation Shun
Huo, after which Chen will finally perish, and Chu will succeed in keeping it in its possession.
This is the Way of Heaven, and therefore I say fifty-two years.”61Calculations like these were
used by Emperor Guangwu (Liu Xiu) in his restoration of the Han dynasty. The History of the
Later Han (Hou Han shu) states that “Liu Xiu sent out soldiers to capture those not of [his]
Way, and the barbarians of the four quarters flocked to the fields of Longdou, and after the
span or four and seven, fire will be the ruler.”62 A commentary on the History of the Later Han
notes, “four sevens are twenty-eight, which is the two hundred and thirty-eight years from
[Emperor] Gaozu until [Emperor] Guangwu first arose. This is the span of four and seven. Han
is of the fire power; therefore, fire is the ruler.”63 Very similar calculations appear in the Ch�öæp
Kam nok corpus. For example, in the Secret Predictions of Muhak, Muhak says, “And the
principle that those surnamed Mok (Wood) will all be shaded by trees begins from watery
mountains and is concluded by fiery mountains, for water is six and fire is seven. In accordance
with the numbers, six sevens are forty-two.”Another source of such numerological correlations
appears in the works of ritualists and naturalists, possibly dating to the first century CE,
possibly led by a certain Cao Bao. Elements of such ideas may date back to the second



century BCE and involve theories about the round shape of heaven and the square shape of
earth, both being composed of qi, or material force, which is divided into yin and yang. If yin
and yang are out of balance, there will be disturbances such as wind and lightning. These so-
called naturalists also claimed that change creates all living things and that numbers could
relate the various components of existence.Heaven is 1, Earth is 2, and Man is 3. 3 x 3 makes
81. 1 governs the sun. The sun’s number is 10. Therefore, man is born in the tenth month of
development. 8 x 9 makes 72. Here an even number follows after an odd one. Odd numbers
govern time. Time governs the moon. The moon governs the horse. Therefore, the horse has a
gestation period of 11 months.64Similar correlations were applied to time periods via the
sexagenary cycle, known in Korea as the kap-cha cycle.65 The components of this sexagenary
cycle date back to the Shang period of the mid-second millennium BCE and were then used for
the days.66 Later these correlations with the sexagenary cycle became numerous and
complex.67 They included the so-called ten stems and twelve branches that make up the
sexagenary cycle, each member of which was allocated a number, direction, and element.
Joseph Needham proposes that the correlations between the jia-zi (K. kap-cha) sixty-member
cycle and the “elements,” “mansions,” planets, and states were the creation of astronomers,
one of whose descendants was Gan Zhongke, the man who predicted the fall of the Han
dynasty.68 The astronomers were also astrologers in that they observed the skies and
connected celestial events such as comets with political developments. They kept records of
these occurrences, and some apportioned the lunar mansions or “lodges” (xiu), that is, regions
of the sky, to earthly divisions of the Chinese empire. Others divided the sky into five palaces
or “mansions” (gong), which corresponded to the five phases. To date and measure time, and
so create a calendar, the astrologers-cum-astronomers also created the sexagenary sequence;
it at first applied to days, but by the end of the Former Han dynasty, just before the usurpation
by Wang Mang, it also applied to years.69 The sexagenary cycle and its correlations were
essential tools for later prognosticators such as the authors of the Ch�öæp Kam nok corpus.The
correlation of the components of the sexagenary cycle with the five phases occurred in the
third century CE, possibly stemming from Later Han practices. These correlations became a
form of prognostication in their own right, and by the Song dynasty (960–1279), hours were
added to the calculations, which became the basis of the four-pillars (Ch. sizhu, K. saju, the
pillars consisting of hour, day, month, and year) system or prognostication that became very
popular in Korea.70 In Korea at least, the sexagenary cycles supposedly commenced in 2637
BCE, the sixty-first year of the reign of the mythical Yellow Emperor. The seventy-eighth cycle
began in 1984.71FENGSHUIThese notions of correlations—between phases, directions,
numbers, celestial bodies, material force, and so forth—also figure in geomancy, called
fengshui (K. p’ungsu), or in more scholarly parlance, dili (K. chiri) and kanyü (K. kam’y�ò’ãs 
Although geomancy texts are not classified as tuchen or chenwei literature, there are so many
similarities between them and so many common sources that I will treat them as members of
the same family of mantic arts.73 Indeed, “geography” is one of the characteristic themes of
tuchen literature, much of which can be traced back to the speculations of Zou Yan. Zou
classified the famous geographical features of China in a form of topographical survey.74 Zou
also introduced the idea of nine continents (jiuzhou) and China being made up of nine
provinces (also jiuzhou) and the five phases. Han-dynasty tuchen such as the Hetu gua dixiang
(Landforms included in the He diagram) said things like “the Yellow River comes out of the
Kunlun Mountains … and bends nine times, being nine thousand leagues in length by the time
it enters [the Gulf of] Bohai” or “the center of the earth is called Kunlun, and the area to the
southeast of Kunlun is fifteen thousand leagues [square], which is called Shenzhou (China)”



and “Kunlun Mountain is the pillar of heaven; its vitality (qi) rises to commune with Heaven.
Kunlun is the center of the earth.”75 Many geomancy texts make similar statements and
indicate that Kunlun is the great ancestral mountain (taizu shan). The Hanlong jing (Classic on
the movement of the dragon) attributed to Yang Yunsheng (874–ca. 888) makes such
statements, and the Chiting jing (Classic of red thunder) attributed to Zhang Fang of the Han
calls Mount Kunlun the “pillar of Heaven.”76 Even the grand Neo-Confucian Zhu Xi is credited
with the declaration that “mountains are the descendants of Kunlun and the waters pay court to
the Eastern Ocean.”77 The Huainan zi also makes reference to Kunlun in this way.78 Thus
Mount Kunlun features also in The Teachings of Master Yixing, one of the texts of the Ch�öæp
Kam nok corpus.It is extremely difficult to date any fengshui texts to the Han dynasty, as the
textual history is replete with forgeries, dubious attributions, interpolations, and conjectures.79
Moreover, there are great variations in the “authoritative” Zangshu attributed to Guo Pu (276–
324), as Ma Sen states, “with interpolations.”80 Even the “versions” of the Zangshu transcribed
by Ma Sen are not the same as that transcribed by Huang Shenzhong. Huang writes that the
text of this version in eighty-one sentences is in the old hand of Guo Pu, but “it has always
been mixed up with the hands of unauthorized people,” so that a fixed, authoritative text cannot
be made.81 Until strict philological, text-critical, and historical studies are made, the history of
fengshui will advance little beyond that provided by J. J. M. de Groot in 189782 and the brief
entry in Joseph Needham’s Science and Civilisation in China,83 with the exception of
excluding texts on kanyü divination and overcoming the argument over whether burial-site or
building-site geomancy came first.84 Moreover, the Chinese predilection for inventing tradition
and ascribing texts to figures of antiquity make dating extremely difficult.Thus, although Shu
Lizi, alleged author of a pioneering geomantic classic, is mentioned in chapter 71 of the Shiji
(Records of the grand historian),85 it is doubtful that the text he supposedly wrote, the Qingwu
jing, even belongs to the early Han dynasty. It may even contain Buddhist influences,86
although it should be acknowledged that Buddhism was present in China at the end of the
Later Han and that those who were curious about this newly imported religion also had interest
in the arts of astrology and yin and yang.87 The first evidence for the existence of Buddhism in
China, dated 65 CE, is associated with Liu Ying, a son of Emperor Guangwu. Liu Ying is
reported to have recited the texts of Huang-Lao (Daoist philosophers) and sacrificed to the
Buddha, but he was punished in 70 CE for having magicians (fangshi) forge tuchen, or
prognostication texts.88 In fact, some of the language of the earliest Buddhist texts appears to
have been influenced by the Han commentarial literature, including the chenwei literature,
although it has sometimes been mistaken for Daoist vocabulary.89 Thus, the Qingwu jing may
date to the Later Han, unless those passages showing Buddhist influence are deemed to be
interpolations. Nevertheless, if we take the Qingwu jing as representative of an early, possibly
Han-dynasty layer of geomancy, we find mention therein of qi, or “vitality,” the split of the “Great
Simplicity/Block” (similar to the taiji) into yin and yang, the five phases, the topic of the location
of capitals, and connections with the grave sites of the dead, as well as the idea of “the vitality
of good fortune influencing and responding (ganying),”90 which suggests a common ground
with the tuchen literature.The use by tuchen texts of the term “true man” (Ch. zhenren, K.
chin’in) is thought to indicate the influence of Daoism, for it apparently appeared first in the
“Great and Venerable Teacher” chapter of Zhuangzi. There, “true man” is thought to refer to an
immortal or Daoist sage.91 However, the “Basic Annals of the First Emperor of Qin” in the Shiji
quotes the First Emperor as saying, “I admire the true man and so I call myself ‘the true man’
and do not say [the royal] I.” In his “Rhapsody on the Southern Capital,” Zhang Heng (78–139)
wrote, “The current disasters of heaven and earth [are due to] the emperor’s disturbances in



his government, and the wolves and tigers are oppressive. This is the season of the change of
mandate (geming, “revolution”) of the true man.” This “true man” thus refers to the Son of
Heaven of the true mandate.92 While the First Emperor of Qin may have seen himself as an
immortal, a true man, the meaning has shifted to denote the true emperor who is about to take
the throne with the approval of Heaven. This connection can be seen in the prediction made by
Gan Zhongke during the reign of Emperor Cheng (r. 35–7 BCE) about the lord of heaven
(tiandi) sending Chijing zi (the Spirit of Red) with a revelation.93 The revelation text was that
“the house of Han has met with the great lord of heaven and earth, so then there will be a
change [in who will] receive the mandate from Heaven. The lord of heaven has sent a true
man, Chijing zi, down to teach us this Way.”94Mention of this true man appears in the Huainan
zi and other texts, including tuchen texts.95 This true man, then, is related to predictions made
in 5 and 6 BCE about a person taking the throne, although the person could be someone like
Chisong zi (Red Pine), who is an immortal,96 or a spirit whose name appears in the “Distant
Wandering” poem in the Chuci (Songs of Chu).97 Thus there may be a “Daoist” nuance to the
true man epithet. Notably, the true man appears in the Ch�öæp Kam nok in association with a
new ruler or savior coming from islands in the sea, where immortals are often thought to
reside.Grave geomancy and immortals Daoism may be connected, for it was believed that a
person could extend their lifespan by burying their ancestor in a geomantically auspicious site.
Evidence for this can be found in the biographies in the Hou Han shu.98 But because grave
geomancy was not a concern of the Ch�öæp Kam nok corpus, despite the immense popularity of
the practice in Chos�öà Korea, we will ignore it and concentrate on geomancy related to
predictions of becoming an emperor and the location of dynastic capitals.The location of a
capital by means of divination was certainly ancient, with the Book of Documents reporting in
the “Announcements of the Duke of Shao” the foundation of the city of Luo during the early
Zhou dynasty. The divination method was the heating of tortoise shells.99 Some rulers may
have used certain correlations of directions, the wind, and symbols of the twelve heavenly
branches in the construction of their capitals so as to manipulate the heavenly vitality (tianqi)
and its numbers in such a way as to obtain the power of the location to visit defeat on their
enemies. That such practices were employed by King Guang of Wu, known as Helu (r. 514–
496 BCE), is mentioned in the “Annals of Wu and Yue” in the Shiji, but as de Groot has astutely
observed, such uses of the symbols of the twelve animals date to the Han dynasty, and as the
Shiji was composed in the Han, the “whole episode may owe its existence to the imagination of
the author.”100Vitality and burial, however, were associated with the possibility that a
descendant of the buried person could become emperor. Ernest Eitel mentions that the scholar
Liu Xiang (79–8 BCE), a member of the imperial clan, reported to the throne that a man named
Wang of Jinan in Shandong had a tomb on which two trees grew into each other. Because the
phenomenon presaged that a descendant of Mr. Wang would become emperor, Liu advocated
that the Wang family be exterminated.101When Emperor Yuan (Sima Rui, r. 318–322) of the
Eastern Jin established his capital in Jiankang, near modern Nanjing, after the fall of
Luoyang,102 there was a discussion of this new site and the justification for Sima Rui
becoming emperor.In the time of the First Emperor [of Qin] there was an observer of qi who
said, “Five hundred years later Jinling [i.e., Jiankang] will have the vitality of the Son of
Heaven.” Therefore, the First Emperor journeyed east to suppress it. He changed the area’s
name to Moling, and he lowered (lit., “make into moats”) the mountain to the north in order to
cut off its power…. When Emperor Yuan crossed the Yangzi [to Jinling] was 526 years [later],
which is the response of the true man here to this.103Note that Xue Jiao zi in his 1599 preface
to the Huangnang xuesui (The marrow/essence of the geomantic points of the yellow bag/



universe) by Cheng Tianzhao wrote that in the Qin and Han dynasties most people used the
term “power” or “configuration” (shi Râ) instead of “point” (xue zt, “cavern”).104 The Jin shu here
clearly means that the power of the Jinling site to produce an emperor was believed, at least by
Jin times, to reside in the power or topography of the presiding mountain to the north and that
was why the First Emperor allegedly had the mountain (loosely defined, as in this case it was
probably not some large physical feature) leveled.105 Moreover, it shows that the vitality was
not yet powerful enough for the site to become a capital and that the maturation of this vitality
could be predicted. This belief approaches the widespread idea in the Kory�ð period that the fate
of a dynasty and its longevity were determined by the geomantic features of the capital city and
that this could be changed by alterations to the topography of the site. This belief is also a
hallmark of the later Chos�öâ×�W iod Ch�öæp Kam nok corpus, which also often adopts figures from
the Chinese Three Kingdoms period, heroes such as Zhuge Liang, as forecasters of the future
of dynasties.106Three Kingdoms to Song-dynasty China. Despite the likelihood that the
Zangshu is a late Tang to early Song text attributed to Guo Pu,107 there is ample evidence to
suggest that Guo Pu practiced prognostication related to tomb geomancy, divination, and
tuchen.108 The influence of the tuchen or chenwei literature continued throughout this period,
from the third to the twelfth century, despite many attempts by rulers to eliminate it, even as
they sometimes used it themselves. At the same time, geomancy grew in influence, becoming
very popular by Song times.This is a complex period, as Buddhism began to contribute to the
mantic arts and new forms of religious Daoism emerged. Sometimes Buddhism and Daoism
contributed to a kind of syncretic popular religion of apocrypha, predictions, demonifugic arts,
and other measures to ward off misfortune. Occasionally these arts also had a political
dimension. There is, for example, the tale circulated about Sun Jian (d. 192 CE), who
participated in quelling the Yellow Turban Rebellion and was killed in an attack on Liu Bao. He
had elite connections through the marriage of his daughter to Liu Bei, founder of the state of
Shu, and his son was Sun Quan, founder of the Wei dynasty. The Wu shu (Book of Wu) says
that a strange light, a cloud of qi in five colors, rose to the sky from out of the Sun family grave.
Many people gazed at it and a prognosticator (r6€�vø) pronounced it a sign of the rise of the Sun clan
to imperial power. (Sun Quan did eventually become Emperor Cheng.)109 This tale illustrates
a connection between geomancy and political power, something that seems to be confirmed in
the Jin shu biography of Guo Pu, where he reportedly said that a grave “had the capacity of
causing a Son of Heaven to come hither to ask questions.”110 It was for this reason that
Chinese rulers tried to outlaw the tuchen literature, and by extension, geomancy.In the Han
dynasty, some Confucian thinkers asserted that tuchen poisoned people’s minds, but it was
only after the Han that many rulers moved to prohibit tuchen, as Fu Jian (r. 357–384) of the
Daqin dynasty did, followed by Emperor Taiwu of Northern Wei in 444 and Emperor Wu of Jin
in 467. The Northern Wei banned tuchen again in 485, ordering the books burned. Tuchen
were also banned during the Liu Song and Liang dynasties in south China.111 In 593, during
the Sui dynasty (581–617), tuchen were prohibited; the court sent agents to seek out tuchen
books and incinerate them.112 In 605, Emperor Wen of the Sui, who was also skeptical about
grave divination, said, “If the tombs of my ancestors are not in felicitous positions, why did I
attain to the throne?”113Some Buddhist monks are known to have been versed in tuchen
literature. They include Kang Senghui (d. 280), who arrived in Jianye in 247 at the court of Sun
Quan. Senghui was famed for his Buddhist version of “stimulus and response,” or ganying, and
he was probably regarded as a Buddhist magician.114 On the topic of karma, Senghui said to
Sun Hao, Sun Quan’s successor as emperor, that “if the enlightened ruler uses filial piety and
compassion to instruct the world then the red raven [the sun, or an auspicious bird] will soar



and the Elder Star [the South Polar Star, a symbol of longevity] will be seen. If you foster things
with humaneness and virtue the sweet springs will bubble forth and excellent crops will
result.”115 In other words, karma was being explained in terms of the tuchen idea of stimulus
and response at the political level, with nature or Heaven responding to wise rule with long life
and prosperity.Given the zeitgeist, it is not surprising that Buddhist monks such as Fotudeng
(d. 349) were known as thaumaturges who predicted that the appearance of comets were
inauspicious omens of bad government. These omens were warnings from Heaven.116
Buddhist monks in the early medieval period seem to have actively used tuchen materials as a
way of attracting converts. It appears that the prolific monk-author Senghan, who wrote on the
immortality of the soul, karma, and other topics, used ideas from tuchen in formulating political
advice. He had become a friend of Yan Quan, son of the famous Yan Yanzhi (384–456). Yan
Quan was unpopular with the emperor because of his scathing remonstrances. Senghan, in a
prediction about Yan Quan’s last days, said,As now the chenwei [predictions] are not empty,
[for] the capital always has misfortunes and troubles. The true man (zhenren) will respond to
the talisman [indicating the heavenly mandate], which will belong to the heir apparent, and you
had best become close to him…. Suddenly, the chief schemer [Liu Shao]117 plotted a rebellion
and the primal ancestor [the dynastic founder, Liu Shao] came to power. It was as [Senghan]
said. His reign name was Taichu.118Despite their attacks on tuchen, the Sui leaders, too, used
them to help establish their regimes. Evidence exists that in the Sui period the geomancers
and others turned their attention to the location of houses and by extension palaces. According
to the Sui shu (History of the Sui) biography of Su Ji, Su wrote a Zhai jing (Classic of
residences) and another text on grave geomancy. The Zhai jing may have been preceded by a
certain Huangdi Zhai jing (The classic of residences by the Yellow Emperor) by Wang Wei of
the fifth-century Liu Song.119As the Sui dynasty declined, the Tang and other contestants for
power turned tuchen predictions against the Sui. These prognostications often took the form of
folk songs (yao) or ditties that appeared in north China after the 420s.120 It was reported that
in the early Kaihuang period (581–600) “a child’s yao of Taiyuan [the power base of the Li clan,
the founders of the Tang dynasty] said,“The laws and regulations are kept, the Way and its
power are present. The white-flagged Son of Heaven will come out of Donghai (the eastern
sea).” It also said, “The white-clothed Son of Heaven.” Therefore, the Sui rulers always wore
white clothes.The quotation’s source, the Da Tang chuangye qijuzhu (Diary of the founding of
the Great Tang) by Wen Daya (who lived in the reign of Emperor Gaozu of the Tang, r. 650–
683), mentions,There was also a song of a peach-plum son (taoli zi) that said, “The son of
peach-plum is not reckless talk, the yellow snow geese flew around the mountain, circling
around in the flower garden.” Note that Li (plum) is a national surname and Tao (peach) should
be written Tao (kiln) tang.121 This is speaking in application to Li and therefore says Tao
(peach). The circling around in the flower garden pertains to flags and banners.122The Sui
leaders responded, mistaking the object of the tuchen prediction that stated a Mr. Li would
receive the mandate for Li Jincai, whose whole clan was exterminated in one morning. On the
other hand, the rebel Li Mi (582–618) took advantage of the prediction.123 One of the reasons
Li Jincai was killed was because Emperor Wen of Sui dreamt that a flood (hongshui) would
submerge the capital, leading Emperor Wen to shift his capital to Daxing. The Da Tang
chuangye qijuzhu goes on: “It happened that a magician (fangshi), An Jietuo, said that the Li
will become the Son of Heaven and he encouraged the emperor to execute everyone in the
empire surnamed Li.” As one of Li Jincai’s children was named Hong’er (Flood Baby), the
emperor suspected that the child’s name corresponded to the prediction (chen) of the dream
and so had thirty-five members of the clan killed.124 It is evident from this that Emperor Wen



was aware of the political influences inherent in tuchen.Note that predictions of the rise to
power of the Li clan also involved Buddhism. For example, in 642, near the start of the Tang
dynasty, a stone was found in Hongchi Valley in Liangzhou with the following inscription: “Li
Shimin [is] the Son of Heaven of great peace, and Li Zhi [will be] the heir apparent of the
millennium,” and “[they are] highest-result Buddha fields [donors of] the seven buddhas and
eight bodhisattvas.” After Emperor Taizong, that is, Li Shimin, sent an envoy to inspect the
stone, he stated that it was an auspicious sign confirming his mandate and that the Li reign
would be eternal. Moreover, Li Zhi, the future Emperor Gaozong, had also received a talisman
indicating that he would rule. This incident of the stone shows how the combination of tuchen
with Buddhism could be put in service of the powerful.125 Li Shizheng of the early Tang period
equated the Confucian “knowing the mandate” with the Buddhist “knowing of karma,” which by
extension meant that Buddhists could know the signs of the mandate,126 thereby providing
justification for Buddhist monks to make political predictions.Later, the successful Li clan,
founders of the Tang dynasty, profited from tuchen predictions. Once in power, of course, the Li
wanted to restrict such mantic arts, especially the tuchen and political geomancy. Thus, in 632
Emperor Taizong (r. 626–649) commissioned Lü Cai (d. 665) and others to vet works on the
topics of the mantic arts. Lü, a polymath, added text-critical comments to these works.127It is
in this period that we find the first authenticated mention of a political prediction in relation to
the Korean peninsula. It dates to 645 and is found in the Xin Tang shu (New history of the
Tang). The entry on Kogury�ð says that the Chinese strategist Jia Yanzhong quoted a passage
from the Gaoli biji (Secret predictions of Ko[gu]ry�ó° K. Kory�ð pigi) that stated, “Before nine
hundred years have passed, there will be eighty great generals who will eliminate it [Kogury�õÒà”
Jia analyzed the passage as follows: “The Ko clan have had a country since Han [times], and
now nine hundred years [is up]. Li Ji is eighty years old.” Li Ji (584–669), a former aide to Li Mi,
was the commander of the Tang expedition sent to attack Kogury�ð in 644 and to overthrow it in
658.128 Given Li Ji’s experience, it may have been him or Jia who fabricated this “secret
record/prediction,” but Yi Py�öævFð hints that tuchen literature may have been introduced into
Kogury�ð earlier, during the period of the Liang dynasty. Yi cites the biography of Tao Hongjing
(451–536), a leader of immortals and alchemic Daoism who was favored by Emperor Wu of
Liang. The biography mentions that the emperor loved the monk Baozhi (d. 524), who was
famed for his tuchen predictions and who left a Baozhi talisman (Baozhi fu). It is alleged that
the monk’s fame having reached Kogury�òÀ the Kogury�ð ruler sent Baozhi a present as a sign of
respect.129 Certainly the Gaoseng zhuan hagiography of Baozhi states that “sometimes his
rhapsodies and poems were worded like chen predictions and the gentry and common people
of capital and country all served him.”130 The Gaoseng zhuan paints Baozhi as a
thaumaturge, suggesting that it was through his influence that such tuchen notions may have
been introduced into Kogury�òà There is also an assertion that Baozhi created the glyphomantic
prediction of “wood eighteen sons” (g(SAQk[P) to mean the common surname Li (K. Yi). This assertion
was allegedly made in relation to the prediction by Baozhi that in 552 the rebel Li Hongya
would become king. This reference was made by Hu Sansheng (1230–1302), the commentator
to the Zizhi tongjian, a rather late source.131In the Tang dynasty, many people, from officials to
monks, studied yin and yang, tuchen, and the Yijing, and geomancy became very popular. For
example, the monk Ruhong made maps or diagrams of landforms, calculated fortunes, was an
expert on burial geomancy, and was trusted by the great statesman Zhang Yue (667–730).132
Another monk, Yixing (672–717, lay name Zhang Sui), also became famed as a prognosticator
and a “scientist.” Joseph Needham has called him “the greatest Chinese astronomer and
mathematician of his time.”133 This polymath, a student of the Chan master Puji (651–739)



and collaborator with the esoteric Buddhist master Shanwuwei (�§V&•�karasi�Aha, in China from
716 to 735), prepared an imperial calendar, possibly under the influence of Indian
astronomy.134 Yixing used the diviner’s compass, which even in Han times had the Great Bear
(Beitou) engraved in the center and the cyclical characters and the constellation (xiu) signs
engraved on the margins.135 Given Yixing’s interest in the seven stars of the Great Bear, it is
not surprising that popular stories associated Yixing with geomancy, astrology, and possibly
tuchen predictions. Moreover, a translation of a text on the Great Bear and lifespan extension
has been attributed to Yixing,136 an attribution that should be taken with caution, however.137
The translation was circulated widely, but the sutra on which it is based, by an anonymous
“brahman monk,” overlaps with Daoist themes and possibly dates to the middle of the eighth
century, after Yixing’s death.138The names of the seven stars that appeared at some stage in
the sutra’s development were adopted into the Forms School of geomancy allegedly founded
by Yang Yunsong (fl. 870s-880s).139 In his Hanlong jing, Yang associated the stars with the
shapes of peaks.140 In turn, these peak shapes were associated with the nine luminaries
(jiuyao) of Indian astronomy.141 As Amoghavajra translated the Xiuyao jing (Constellation and
planet sutra), an astrological text, in 759, and Yixing wrote Fantian huoluo jiuyao (Horoscope/
Hor��ô†÷W'0 and nine luminaries of the Brahm�� heaven), an astrological text combining Indian
and Chinese systems of astrology,142 it is possible that Indian astrological ideas were
introduced into geomancy by Yang Yunsong.143 As Bruun remarks, “From Sanskrit literature
was borrowed the notion of the Five Planets influencing the earth and its inhabitants, and in
addition some works adopted ideas of the Nine Stars/Palaces (jiugong) influencing the
propitiousness of dwelling sites.”144 If that is the case, Yang’s geomancy may be an amalgam
of ideas drawn from tuchen literature—ideas such as the five phases, yin and yang, the
mingtang, and geographical references to Mount Kunlun, and ideas from immortals Daoism—
with ideas of vitality plus Indian astrology and the style of geomancy attributed to Guo Pu.145
It was this Forms School of geomancy that entered Korea. Notably, Yixing is attributed to be
the author of one of the texts mentioned below of the Ch�öæp Kam nok corpus and with teaching
Tos�öà (trad. 827–898) about Korea’s future (in text 8, The Secret Record/Prediction of Tos�öâ’à
Moreover, the description of the veins of qi originating in Mount Kunlun and spreading
throughout Korea as seen in the Ch�öæp Kam nok and The Teachings of Master Yixing are
paralleled by those in Yang Yunsong’s Hanlong jing and Yilong jing.146 Yet some of the texts
attributed to Yang Yunsong may date to the Song dynasty.147There is some reason to believe
that there was a geomancy for capital cities in existence before the time of Yang Yunsong,
however. While there is slight evidence for the application of geomancy to the siting of the Han
capital, Chang’an, in the Shuijing zhu,148 the best evidence for such use of geomancy comes
from Japan. It has been suggested, for example, that the city of Kyoto, then called Heianky�ÒÀ
was designed according to geomantic principles in 794 following consultations with
geomancers.149 Yang makes some passing references to capital cities mixed with star
imagery in the Hanlong jing: “The imperial enclosure [a collection of stars] as a result has rows
of stars…. The water again comes to pay court from the barrier gate, bending and twisting nine
times, paying court at the imperial palace…. In the center of the enclosure there is the imperial
star. The august capital sits firmly and is most clear.”150 Yang gives no directions for the
location of a capital, however, although it is possible that some ideas for capital location may
have been adopted from the geomancy of house and grave sites.151Certain ideas have been
attributed to earlier figures such as the famous seventh-century mathematician and astronomer
Li Shunfeng, who wrote a book called Faxiang zhi (The miniature cosmos) and made maps
linking geographical and celestial coordinates. Li’s work influenced Yixing.152 A Dili xiaozhuan



(A small fascicle on geography) attributed to Li Shunfeng speaks of finding points (xue) and
veins, saying that “in general mountains have veins like people … one should use stars and
peaks as measures to fix the dragon.”153 This may, of course, be a late attribution, but it does
hint that other geomantic works existed in the Tang dynasty and were used in Heian
Japan.One work, the Guanshi dili zhiming, falsely attributed to Guan Lu,154 who lived just
before the time of Guo Pu, attempts to be a comprehensive text on all aspects of geomancy. It
has clear connections with the Zangshu and bases its theories on qi, propounding an
autogenesis similar to certain Neo-Confucian ideas of ontology, with light qi rising to become
the heavens and heavy qi forming the earth. Within the earth there are mountain veins and
water veins, both of which are linked to human nature. Water veins are key because they can
prevent the dispersal of vitality at the site where water flows away (shuikou, lit., “water mouth”),
usually in a stream. The theme of this work can be summed up in a sentence: “Therefore, the
art of the search for the dragon [veins] only values knowledge of the prosperity and decay of
the five phases and the discrimination of the pure and turbid qi.” This text, belonging to the
Forms School of geomancy, often quotes Li Shunfeng,155 but it also points forward to the
development of the Compass School of geomancy, for it mentions the magnetic compass.156A
text attributed to the Yellow Emperor of mythical antiquity, the Zhaijing (Classic of house sites),
was circulating during the Tang, which we know because it is listed in the bibliographical
treatise of the Jiu Tang shu and a copy was found among the Tang materials sealed up in the
Dunhuang caves. It deals with the location of house and grave sites, has vitality as its main
thread, and contains ideas of the twenty-four directions, eight trigrams, nine mansions, and the
influence of the ancestors, and is “a holy method of nurturing the life force.” This text also
belongs to the Forms School.157A similar forgery is the Zhaolie wenda (Dialogue of Zhaolie),
Zhaolie being Liu Bei (162–223), the founder of Shu Han. Attributed to Liu Bei’s military
advisor, Zhuge Liang, it is full of political references. In it, Liu Bei asks Zhuge Liang (called the
Martial Marquis in the text), “Is good fortune created by the Forms School [a usage that
suggests a later forgery] for a king building a capital and establishing a state?” Zhuge Liang
then says, “When I lived in a thatched hut I learned and looked at the secret books (bishu).
[They say] that the nourishment by vitality (qi) of prosperity of the previous ages produces
emperors and kings. The vitality of prosperity that is cherished by later ages [means that]
emperors and kings depart [or relocate their capital].”158 The Zhaolie wenda then mentions
the brief span of the Qin dynasty, the five powers of Zou Yan, and Shu Lizi and Qing Wu as
belonging to the Han. Yet even this text lacks specific instructions for locating a capital.159
Given that Kyoto had been established according to geomantic principles by 794, it is likely that
there was what could be called a royal geomancy that was either an oral tradition or found in
texts on this subject that are no longer extant. These suggestions are reinforced by the fact that
Kaes�öæp was made the capital of Kory�ð in 919 because it was supposedly geomantically
auspicious, an example of a “social construction intended to make people believe that the
place was destined to be the capital,”160 something that clouds our understanding of the part
geomancy played in its selection.If the suggestions that the Zangshu was written before 800
CE are accurate, then the chief features of geomancy in the mid-to-late Tang were that a grave
site should take advantage of living vitality (shengqi), which can gather in certain sites and
create or nourish life, and that one can receive a protective influence from one’s ancestors
because of a shared vitality, especially when those ancestors are buried in an appropriate
grave site. Moreover, because water acted to prevent the scattering of the vitality, the
configuration or power of the land was due to the veins of vitality that ran through it. These
were in turn related to directions and the four holy landforms and places to be



avoided.161Before turning our attention to developments in Korea, we must note the
emergence in China of another approach to geomancy. This was the Compass, or Directions,
School that Stephen Feuchtwang says “concentrated on cosmology.” This school allegedly
originated with Wang Ji (fl. 1030–1050), the founder of the Fujian School, as contrasted to the
Jiangxi (Kiangsi) School.162 It is further alleged that the school had a distant origin with Wang
Wei (s‹_®) of the fifth-century Liu Song dynasty.163 This school also linked the locations of
dwellings to the eight trigrams, each trigram having a direction.164 Wang Ji, however, did not
think in terms of the five phases, writing, “In general, for the oncoming mountains and the
departing waters, I do not discuss metal, wood, water, fire, and earth. I only desire pure yin and
pure yang, with no forms (vø) to confuse them … The mingtang reflects back on celestial images.
The bones and veins turn and move in the vitality of the ground. This inner and outer are
eternal fixtures of yin and yang.”165 Wang Ji has in that sense diverged somewhat from the
school of Yang Yunsong, though he has retained many features of Yang’s Jiangxi School. “Pure
yin and pure yang” have, however, traditionally been understood to refer to clear readings on
the compass of the direction of the oncoming dragon (range), that is, in terms of the twenty-
four angles or degrees (called mountains) on the diviner’s compass.166 The Fujian School,
though, seems to have been limited to southeast China, at least during the Song dynasty, and
mostly pertained to residences.167The real change in geomancy was brought about by the
influence of the Neo-Confucians, who introduced ideas of the dyad of li (“pattern” or “principle,”
as in dili or chiri, “geomancy,” lit., “the patterns of the earth”) and qi (“vitality,” “material force”).
Zhou Dunyi (1017–1073) created a diagram (Taiji tu, Diagram of the supreme ultimate) that
coordinated yin and yang with the five phases. This diagram was possibly influenced by the
diagrams of the One Mind made by the Chan master Zongmi (780–840).168 Traditionally, this
diagram was claimed to have come from the Daoist Chen Tuan (d. 989), who may have
obtained it from the monk Shouyai.169 Geomancers claim that Chen Tuan was a disciple of
Yang Yunsong’s pupil Zeng Wenchan.170 Ultimately, however, Zhou seems to have been
influenced by the chenwei literature and the Yijing commentaries, despite his contemporary
Ouyang Xiu (1007–1072) calling for the elimination of chenwei ideas from the commentaries
on the Confucian classics.171Another Neo-Confucian pioneer, Shao Yong (1012–1077),
contributed theories on cycles and numbers. Shao Yong was considered a diviner of the future,
not in the sense of a professional soothsayer who sells his services but as someone with
prescience, like a Confucian sage. Shao was reputedly capable of divination via the Yijing and
observances of disturbances in the order of nature, that is, omens. His divination involved
identifying the proper flow of qi.172 Although it appears at first blush that divination was not a
proper interest for a Neo-Confucian, justification could be found in interpretations of the Yijing
and the Zhong yong, the latter a cardinal source of Neo-Confucian theory. Thus, Zhong yong
24 states, after mentioning movement and change, that “the Way of utmost sincerity permits
one to know beforehand (qianzhi). When a country or a family is about to rise [to prominence]
there are sure to be auspicious omens, and when a country or family is about to fall there are
sure to be evil omens. These [omens] are seen in the milfoil and tortoise [shell divination] and
are moved via the four limbs [of the body]. When calamity or misfortune are about to arrive,
whether it is good or not, one is certain to know that beforehand. Therefore, utmost sincerity is
like a spirit.”173 Pertinently, the biography of Shao Yong in the Song shu (History of the Song)
says that Shao had foreknowledge (qianzhi),174 a statement undoubtedly made with the
above Zhong yong passage in mind.Rather than divination by milfoil or tortoise shell, Shao
based his knowledge of the future on calculations of the numbers and cycles of time. He
reportedly used these calculations to examine the rise and fall of dynasties, with numbers



based on the Yijing plus the five phases, the Hetu, and the Luoshu to calculate the future.175
As Arrault asks, “Was Shao Yong in the eyes of his contemporaries a sort of
Nostradamus?”176 There are in fact indications that Shao was cognizant of, and possibly
used, geomancy, and that he was compared in his time to the pioneering geomancer Guo
Pu.177I would contend that Shao Yong was influenced by the chenwei literature, especially the
Yiwei qianzuo tu, not simply by orthodox Confucian classics.178 Some of the correlations and
numbers, including those of the sexagenary cycle, in Shao’s system may have been influenced
as well by the Guanyi, a work by Yixing that reported on Han-dynasty theories about the
Yijing.179 Shao arranged the hexagrams into circles and the numbers of the cycles of the sun,
moon, and stars, and so on. He correlated the five phases and the degrees of yin and yang
with those numbers and made probable linkages with dynasties in his Huangji jingshi (The
august ultimate that traverses the ages).180 All of these arrangements and correlations
resemble the tuchen (or chenwei) literature. Note that the numbers in Shao’s system are like
those given for Korean dynasties by texts in the Ch�öæp Kam nok corpus, especially text 2, The
Yin-Yang Predictions on the Central Palace and the Numbers of Vitality, and text 3, The
Numbers of the Central Palace of the Royal Capital. These two texts may have been inspired
by Shao Yong’s Huangji jingshi. Shao’s ideas may also have contributed to the evolution of the
Compass School of geomancy. It is a mistake to think, as do many historians of China, that
Neo-Confucians and even Han Confucians were completely separate from the fangshi,
technicians of the mantic arts.181 Shao Yong seems in some sense to be a more intellectual
version of the fangshi, which may explain why several of his works, as with the Cantong qi by
Zhu Xi, were also incorporated into the Daoist canon (Daozang).182 Furthermore, some of the
circular diagrams attributed to Shao Yong, such as the Taixuan zhun Yi tu (The supreme
profundity [classic] in accord with the diagrams of the Yi[jing]) that relates the taiji (supreme
ultimate) to the yuanqi (original material force), may have inspired the development of the
geomancer’s compass, or luopan, out of the shi compass.183The full development of the
Compass School or Fujian School, however, apparently occurred after the time of Zhu Xi, the
great synthesizer of Neo-Confucian philosophy. The Compass School melded the Great
Ultimate and ideas of heavenly vitality and earthly vitality with pattern (li) and vitality or material
force (qi). One name for the Compass School is the Liqi (pattern and vitality) School.184 Zhu
Xi made more diagrams in the style of Shao Yong and also wrote on fengshui.185 Historians of
geomancy are definite that the ideas of Zhu Xi contributed to the formation of the Compass
School.186 Zhu Xi seems to have believed, based on the theory by Cheng Yi (1033–1107),
that there had been an ancient method of site selection used by people like Confucius but that
it had been lost and what was practiced now was a vulgar (O×) geomancy. Zhu Xi condemned
geomancy used for the vulgar pursuit of good fortune and longevity but approved of it as an
expression of filial piety, evidence of which is that he shifted his father’s bones to a more
auspicious grave site.187 He also approved of geomancy because of his belief that the
ancestor and the descendants shared the same qi (but see my caveats on pp. 9–10 above).
For Zhu Xi and many Neo-Confucians, geomancy was a double-edged sword that had to be
wielded carefully within strict moral guidelines.188 Despite the thesis that Zhu Xi’s ideas
contributed to the development of the Compass School, however, the origins of the school and
its history remain largely ignored by historians.The shi, or diviner’s board, dates to the Han
dynasty. It was a primitive form of compass, as can be seen in incidents involving Wang Mang
in CE 17 in which he created a kind of compass to find due south.189 These diviner’s boards
came to have twenty-four compass points engraved in the form of the ten stems and twelve
branches, with the Great Bear (Northern Dipper) in the center and the eight trigrams around



it.190 The full form of what is known as the floating compass probably appeared only in the last
half of the tenth century.191 Because the Compass School developed in Fujian Province, it
may have remained generally unreported until the Southern Song, when the capital was much
closer to Fujian, where Zhu Xi spent a good portion of his life.192 Although Zhu’s own works
do not show clear signs of Compass School geomancy, he was nevertheless cognizant of
geomancy, as is revealed by his “Shanling yizhuang” (Plaint discussing the imperial tomb) and
his comments about the Duke of Zhou establishing that Yuzhou (in Henan) and Jidu were at
the center of heaven and earth and thus had excellent fengshui.193 Notwithstanding this, I
suspect that the Compass School only came to the fore after Zhu’s death in 1200 and so was
largely a product of the Southern Song.There is considerable evidence of the popularity of
geomancy texts in the Song dynasty, but divisions appeared in its underlying theories and it
began to take on more superstitious hues.194 Importantly, these theories influenced court
discussions on the geomancy of the capital and the location of imperial tombs. For example, in
1100 a Daoist priest from Maoshan stated that the northeastern peak of the Eastern Capital,
Kaifeng, was a little too low, meaning that the emperor had too few male heirs. Emperor
Huizong ordered that the peak be heightened, with the result, it was believed, that many royal
heirs were born. The northeast direction, according to geomancy, is the gate of demons from
whence ill fortune comes, so augmenting the height of the hill provided more protection.195
Even earlier, in 1022, the imperial tomb of Emperor Zhenzong in Gong County, Henan, was
located in accordance with the theories of Yixing. The imperial tombs were supposed to be
built in the pattern of the alternating rows zhao and mu (ancestral tablets in a shrine, all those
on a side separated by a generation), simulating a linked fish pattern.196 It is these Song court
debates, and the theories they were based on, that I contend inspired many of the Kory�ð ideas
of geomancy and toch’am.As Murayama Chijun remarks, most of the geomancy texts in use in
the Chos�öà period were imports from China or modifications thereof that relate to Korean
topography; we have no definite knowledge of the (Chinese) texts used in Silla and Kory�òà Of the
texts used for official chiri (geomancy) studies in Chos�öâÀ most appear to be of the Forms, or
Jiangxi, School, the top four being the Qingwu (jing); the Jinnang (jing) attributed to Guo Pu; a
work by Hu Shunshen (1091–1177), who is seen as a reviser of the Jiangxi School; and a
Mingshan lun (On elucidating the mountains).197Given the late dates for these texts and the
control that the Chos�öà court had over the importation of such material, I suspect that the ideas
and practices of the Compass School infiltrated Korea late in the Chos�öà period, perhaps as
late as the eighteenth century. Part of the reason for my thinking here is that the Luojing refers
to the compass itself and not to a text. The earliest dated texts explaining the use of the
compass as a tool of geomancy date from the Ming dynasty. These are the Luojing jie
(Explanation of the Luojing) of 1618 by Xiong Ruyue and the Luojing dingmen zhen (Pointer to
the strategic points of the Luojing) by Xu Zhimo.198 I will return to this topic when dealing with
the Chos�öà period.Early Korea: From the Beginnings to the Advent of Kory�ô—@ is uncertain when
tuchen and geomancy first entered the Korean peninsula, but they may have come along with
Chinese colonists of the Han in places like Lelang.199 The Zhou shu (History of the Northern
Zhou) has an entry on Paekche that mentions that by the sixth century the arts of yin and
yang, the five phases, and divination had been brought into and used in Paekche.200 This and
other sources do not, however, give concrete support for the theory that specific geomantic
and tuchen prognostication was practiced before the tenth or eleventh century. Moreover,
reliance on the Samguk sagi (Historical records of the Three Kingdoms) of 1145 and the
Samguk yusa (Memorabilia of the Three Kingdoms)—both based on earlier materials—for
early Korean history is problematic because of the late dates of compilation and their



ideological positions. The Samguk sagi is broadly Confucian, with a bias against the mantic
arts and Kogury�òÀ reflecting the attitude of its author, Kim Pusik (1075–1151); Kim had in 1135
led a military campaign against the rebellion of the “monk” Myoch’�öærÀ who had used such
mantic techniques in his propaganda. Iry�öâÀ the thirteenth-century monk-author of the Samguk
yusa, was largely credulous, accepting many oral tales and legends as ancient when they may
have been recent fabrications.201 For example, stories in the Samguk yusa about the rise of
emperors involved them receiving “omens and auspicious auguries showing they were
undoubtedly different from ordinary people.”202 Of course, the Samguk sagi, being a
Confucian product, likewise accepted the ideas of omens and the heavenly mandate, and
possibly even toch’am prognostication.203 Yet even the omens or portents mentioned by Kim
Pusik for the early Three Kingdoms period may not have existed in his source texts, given that
he clearly manipulated at least some mentions of portents.204The first allusions to geomancy
and toch’am proper in Korea belong to the ninth century. In the Kos�öç6� S�öF�æp Hwasang t’apbi
(Inscription for the stupa of Reverend S�öF�æp of Kos�öà Monastery), a stupa inscription (relating
the life and praises of a monk) dedicated to the eminent seventh-century monk W�öæ€yo but
written between 800 and 809, there is mention of a prediction of nine great masters who would
transmit Buddhism, and a ch’amki.205 The first reference to geomancy—assuming it was not
simply a literary flourish—was written by Ch’oe Ch’iw�öà (857–?), who had been a student and
official for a long period (ca. 869–885) in China, and is connected to the stele inscription for
Sungbok Monastery in Ky�öæv§Rà The inscription is dated to the reign of Silla Queen Chins�öæp (r.
887–897). Ch’oe reports that a dispute had broken out over locating the grave of King W�öç1Ong
(r. 785–798) on the grounds of the monastery, with one side arguing that the site should not be
used for a grave because it would be a desecration of a holy place and the other side saying
that it would be religiously and geomantically beneficial.206 After claiming Silla to be “a
superior land (s�Öæv¦’• of great tranquility” and that “our nature is nourished with softness and
pliability, and its vitality (ki) is suitable for the production of life,” Ch’oe wrote,By the winter of the
mu-in year of the Zhenyuan era [798], [the king] left instructions in regard to the matter of his
deep sleep [burial]. Due to the mountain [the king’s burial site] being mandated (T}), the selection
of the site was very difficult, and so he directed that the pure dwelling [Sungbok Monastery] be
taken and set up as the secret hall [the king’s tomb]…. The buried person is assisted by the
earth [of the site] but is blamed/entombed by heaven…. [The pro-side said] one can convert a
foundation of misfortune [a tomb] into a place of good fortune and for a billion eons it will save
the imperiled laity. The numinous grave (lit., “tomb tunnel”) looks down across the earthly vein
the earthly vein is the vitality of the five phases that moves in the earth, just as with blood in the
veins of people that move in the skin and looks up considering the heart of the firmament the
twenty-eight constellations and the array of stars spread in the heart of the firmament, each
[constellation] has a management over a portion of the earth and is sure to reside in the
enclosure of the four images in the graveyard,207 and for tens of millions of ages it will protect
the inheritance of fortune [by the king’s heirs], which is the rule. Dharma have no characteristic
of persistence, but [funeral] ritual is its peak period[?] and the changing of the [burial] site and
staying there is in conformity with the principles of Heaven. Since one has obtained a
geomancer Qingwu, name of the teacher of Guo Pu. There is a Qingwu jing. It came to mean a
geomancer. See use in Liu Zongyuan, “Grave Inscription for Mrs. Li of Zhao Commandery, wife
of my grandfather’s older brother” to look well [at the site], how would that cause the white
horse to neigh pitifully [at desecration to the monastery]?208Ch’oe Ch’iw�öâÀ who supported
both Confucianism and S�öà Buddhism, is here mentioning the use of geomancy and Buddhism
to protect the spirit of the late king and the extension of that protection to his heirs, as the



grave-site geomancy of Guo Pu claims. The reference to Qingwu suggests there was an
audience for grave goemancy among the educated elite of late Silla.Other than allusions and
casual mentions, there is no solid evidence for toch’am in early Korea. Yi Hoejin lists about
fifteen political predictions in the Samguk sagi and seventeen in the Samguk yusa,209 but
some of these recount dreams or are speculations or metaphorical descriptions of a likely
reality. None amount to coded predictions of the end of a dynasty. The Samguk sagi betrays
the anti-mantic and anti-Kogury�ð bias of its author, Kim Pusik. He tended to use these portents
particularly against Kogury�ð kings to convey his view that they were bad rulers. He saw portents
in the light of Mencius’ doctrine of the Mandate of Heaven and so saw them as warnings from
Heaven.210 The Samguk sagi’s divine predictions, then, fit with the Confucian world view
concerning portents and are explicitly linked to warnings from Heaven directed against
Kogury�òã#�� The Samguk yusa prognostications, on the other hand, emphasize the need to
adopt Buddhism. The predictions in this text mainly concern promotion of peace for the state of
Silla, probably because most of the records about Paekche and Kogury�ð were lost,212 and Iry�öà
wanted to avoid criticism of Silla.Possibly the clearest references to toch’am in early Korea
appear in the Samguk yusa. The first is a record of Queen S�öæAOk of Silla (r. 632–647), who
supposedly had foreknowledge of three things. The second of these is described as follows: “In
the Jade Gate Pond of Y�öævÐun Monastery during the winter months, a crowd of frogs
gathered and cried out for three or four days. People were amazed at this.” In response, the
queen urgently dispatched officials with several thousand crack troops to look for enemy troops
in Y�ù&qmn (Female Sex Organ) Valley and ordered them to kill any enemy they discovered. They
found five hundred Paekche soldiers there and killed them all. When the ministers asked the
queen how she knew about the enemy troops, she said, “The frogs had the shape of anger,
which is an image of soldiers. Jade Gate is the female sexual organ. A woman is yin and the
color is white. White indicates the western direction. And so I knew that there were soldiers to
the west. When a male organ enters the female organ then [the male organ] is sure to die. I
knew it because it was easy to grasp.”213The third item the queen foretold was the date of her
death. She asked to be buried in the Tr��•astrim�¶� Heaven. When her ministers said they did not
know where that was, she responded that it was to the south of Mount Nang. She died on the
predicted date. Ten years later, King Munho built Sach’�öçpang (Four Celestial Kings) Monastery
on land below the queen’s tomb. The Buddhist scriptures say that “above the four celestial
kings there is the Tr��•astrim�¶� Heaven,” so people knew the queen was someone holy.214 Ch’oe
Py�öæv•On suggests that, although this account cannot be accepted as is, it does show that the
influence of the idea of the five phases on prediction was present at the Silla court around this
time.215The other case mentioned by proponents of the use of political geomancy in early
Korea is that of Hwangnyong (August Dragon) Monastery, founded in 553. In 645 a nine-story
pagoda was built on its grounds. Geomancy supposedly had a role in its construction and in
investing it with the a role of protecting the Silla state from nine enemies and guaranteeing its
peace.216 Ch’oe Py�öæv•On suggests that this was an early example of the remedial geomancy
of pibo sat’ap. The theory was that geomantic influence or good fortune could be enhanced
and misfortune averted by building monasteries and stupas/pagodas, or sat’ap, on certain
crucial sites. The Hwangnyong pagoda was an example of use of this kind of geomancy to
improve the fortunes of the state.217 It was certainly the belief held in the Kory�ð period, as
when Ch’oe �Ææp (898–932) was told by Wang K�öâÀ the Kory�ð founder, that “in the past Silla built a
nine-story stupa and subsequently achieved the work of unification [of the three kingdoms].
Now I hope that the seven-story stupa of Kaegy�öæp [Kaes�öæuÐ and the nine-story stupa of the
Western Capital [P’y�öæw•ang], with the desire to borrow their profound merit, will remove the



deficiencies and unite the Three Han [Korea] into one family.”218 Yi Py�öævFð thinks that this is
evidence that Wang K�öà believed in the pibo sat’ap theory of geomancy.219 While both the
Kory�ò×6� and the Samguk yusa accounts are evidence of Kory�ò×�W iod beliefs, given that the
Samguk yusa was compiled in the late Kory�òÀ I find no supporting evidence that this theory of
geomancy was operative in the sixth and seventh centuries.220 In the first place, the site of the
monastery was determined by the vision of a yellow dragon (hwangnyong), a symbol of the
ruler and of earth, and not by geomantic divination. Second, some of Iry�öé s sources for his
Samguk yusa accounts of the monastery and its pagoda are from mid-Kory�ð geomantic texts,
among them the Ongnyong chip (Jade dragon collection) attributed to Tos�öâÀ which was
probably a toch’am text, the Zuangu tu (Diagram of calculations of the past), and a text
attributed to Anhong that was allegedly a book of prognostication.221 The Ongnyong chip
likely dates from sometime in the mid-Kory�ð period and may have been part of a “war of
geomancy” (see below, pp. 56–58). There was, furthermore, a precedent for the use of the
pagoda as a symbol of state in the fabulous pagoda of Yongning Monastery in Luoyang, the
capital of the Northern Wei, that was ominously razed in 534 and the capital shifted a few
months later for strategic reasons.222 For these reasons, I contend that the erection of the
Hwangnyong Monastery pagoda was not due to a geomantic prescription.Other suggestions
that Kogury�ð may have had tuchen literature can be found in the Samguk yusa account of King
Pojang (r. 642–668) venerating Daoism.Daoist priests and others traveled and repressed [evil
influences] inside the country where there were famous mountains and rivers. The location (Râ) of
the fortress of old P’y�öæw•ang is Sinw�öÀ (New Moon) Fortress. The Daoist priests and others
prayed for a [royal] command [ordering] that the dragon of the southern river should add a
building to be Manw�öÀ (Full Moon) Fortress, and so they named it Yong’�öà (Dragon Embankment)
Fortress. They made a prediction (ch’am), “Dragon Embankment Enclosure is said to be a
thousand-year Precious Store (Pojang) Enclosure, or chiseled-hole numinous stone.”As King
Yejong (r. 1105–1122) of Kory�ð built a palace called Yong’�öà on the reputed site of this
fortress,223 it is possible that this prediction was in circulation by the time of King Yejong,
definitely before Iry�öà (1206–1289) began compiling the Samguk yusa. It should be noted that
pigi (secret records/predictions), as used thereafter in the title of Ko[gu]ry�ð pigi, became the
most popular name for records of Korean prognostication, or toch’am texts, with a number of
the Ch�öæp Kam nok corpus texts adopting pigi into their titles.None of the above cases are
compelling evidence of the use of geomancy or toch’am in the Silla period. The only two
predictions of the pre-Kory�ð period that have elements of toch’am prognostication are the
prediction of the Gaoli biji—recorded in the Xin Tang shu for the year 645 (and copied by Kim
Pusik), the probable creation of a Chinese general224—and a rather suspect attribution of a
prediction to Ch’oe Ch’iw�öà concerning Wang K�öâÀ founder of the Kory�ð dynasty. A reason for
suspicion about Ch’oe’s prediction is that there is no connection in the text to what precedes
the prediction. It reads,There was also a collected writings (munjip) in thirty fascicles [by Ch’oe
Ch’iw�öåÐ circulating in the world. At first, when our T’aejo (Wang K�öâ• was making his rise [to
power], Ch’iw�öà knew he was an extraordinary man and that he was sure to receive the
mandate to found a country. Accordingly, he sent a letter asking, “There is a verse, ‘Yellow
leaves in Kyerim [Ky�öæv§RÀ the Silla capital], / Green pines on Kongny�öæp (Snow Goose Range)?’”
His followers came to the [Kory�õÐ court when the state started and served, becoming high
officials.225There is a problem with making a leap from talking about Ch’oe’s writings to a
connection with Wang K�öâà Another problem is an ambiguity in the text itself. It has •ôføUO, which can
be read as either “sent a letter asking” or simply “sent a letter” or “sent news.” It could therefore
mean he sent information that there was a verse with those words or possibly that he wrote the



verse. Ch’oe Cha (1188–1260) said that the letter was sent to King Ky�öæw7VâÀ Silla’s last ruler.
Yi Py�öævFð thinks that the verse, or letter, was written by Ch’oe Ch’iw�öé s followers to gain
preferment at the new Kory�ð court, a suggestion thought likely by Michael Rogers.226 It is
therefore probable that it is not a true augury of the future but a “prediction after the
event” (vaticinium post eventum). Even if it were a prediction, it merely shows an awareness
that Wang K�öà held the upper hand militarily at the time. To be credible, the “letter” would have
had to have been written after Wang K�öà had overthrown his overlord, Kung Ye, in 918 and
moved back to Song’ak circa 919.227 This letter, or verse, does not qualify as a real toch’am of
the Silla period because it does not explicitly refer to the future and is more likely to belong to
the early Kory�ð period.The role of Buddhism, especially S�öà (Ch. Chan), in geomancy and
possibly prediction in the late Silla to early Kory�ð transition period has often been
highlighted.228 Recent scholarship has nevertheless emphatically rejected this view: “the
much-vaunted relationship between Shilla S�öà Buddhism and geomancy … turns out to be non-
existent.”229 This may be a slight overstatement because several stele inscriptions for Silla S�öà
monks—not to mention the stele for Sungbok Monastery described earlier—may allude to
geomancy.230 Even so, there is little explicit evidence of the application of geomancy to Silla
monastery sites. The only reference to a Chan (K. S�öâ• monk using geomancy in Tang-dynasty
China is to Sima Dh�·F�À who is described in notes to the 1004 Jingde chuandeng lu (Records of
the transmission of the lamplight of the Jingde reign era) as “besides participating in
meditation, he had a talent of mirroring (understanding) human relationships. He was also
versed in geomancy (dili) and founders of cloisters in all directions often adopted his decisions
about their [location].” He told Baizhang Huaihai (720–814) that he had found a mountain
called Dawei in Hunan Province, and when Baizhang asked him if it was a good place for
Baizhang to stay and create a monastery, Sima told Baizhang it was not suited to Baizhang
because “you are a bony person and it is a fleshy mountain. If you reside there it would only be
for a short time.”231 This is scant evidence for claiming that Silla S�öà monks learned geomancy
in China and brought it to Korea.The earliest alleged hint of geomancy in the stele inscription
of a Silla S�öà monk is in that for Hyech’�öÀ (785–861) written by Ch’oe Ha in 872. Hyech’�öÀ is
described by Ch’oe Ha as a rainmaker who also had foreknowledge of disasters and
miraculously escaped execution. When Hyech’�öÀ selected as his monastery Taean-sa on Mount
Tongni, he found thatthousands of peaks hid [the site] from glare and a single watercourse
flowed clearly. Roads to it were cut off at a distance and dusty travelers rarely arrived….
Dragon spirits displayed auspicious prodigies there and poisonous snakes hid their poisonous
forms…. The summers were cool and the winters warm; this was the [most] excellent site in the
Three Han (Korea).232Hyech’�öÀ had thaumaturgic abilities but geomancy was not among them.
His description of the location of Taean Monastery is therefore simply of its seclusion in a
mountainous district, accompanied by the usual literary flourishes concerning the approval of
the local gods that one finds in hagiographical literature.Another inscription cited is that for
Toh�öà (824–882), written by Ch’oe Ch’iw�öà in 924.There was a person who was at the dry-insight
stage [wisdom not watered by meditation] called Simjung. On hearing that the master [Toh�öåÐ
was extremely sharp [in the practice of] sam��F†• and prajñ��À and whose scrutiny penetrated the
earth and firmament,233 and whose determination was firm … [Simjung] bowed and told him,
“I have some surplus land on Mount H�Ö—•ang … for a meditation monastery.”When Toh�öà initially
declined the offer, Simjung pressed on,adding that the mountain is numinous, with an
extraordinary [shape] of the vanguard of armed cavalry. So [Toh�öåÐ stretched out his staff and
went over the woodcutters’ footpaths and calculated its features.234 He saw that the
mountains screened it on four sides so that phoenix wings blew away the clouds. The belt of a



watercourse surrounded it on all sides and the flood dragon sat resting on its stones…. “Is not
obtaining this site due to the assistance of Heaven? If it is not a residence for monks it will be a
den for yellow turban [bandits].”…. He forged two iron images in order to protect it.235Ch’oe
Py�öæv•On thinks that a number of phrases, such as “scrutiny penetrates the earth and firmament”
and “calculated the features,” indicate that Toh�öà used geomancy and that the casting of the two
statues was a form of remedial geomancy. I am of the opinion that such expressions are the
usual devices of hagiographical rhetoric praising the master’s insight and the sanctity of the
location, such as its seclusion or spectacular scenery, and are not about
geomancy.236Another example cited as evidence of Silla S�öà monks using geomancy is the
stele inscription for Simh�Ö• (855–923), who probably met Wang K�öà late in Simh�Ö™ slife.237 The
inscription was written in 924 by Ch’oe In’�öà (868–944). The site of Simh�Ö™ s monastery is
described as follows: “Although the site is linked to the vein of the mountain, its gate depends
on the root of the wall [?]. The great master used the water and stone [scenery] to search out
the wonderful, and the smoke and mists to choose the excellent.”238 In other words, the late-
Silla S�öà masters were searching for suitable locations remote both from the capital and from
the troubles of the plains. They needed mountain sites with water supplies, places that were
peaceful and defensible. Their preoccupation with location, however, does not mean they were
using geomancy to choose the sites.There were many factors at play in locating monasteries
during the Silla period. Initially, monasteries were built in the capital (not only of Silla but also of
Paekche and Kogury�ò• to meet the needs of the state and to strengthen the power of the rulers.
Thus, they were built on the plains. In the second period of monastery construction, especially
when the contest for control of the entire peninsula was at its height, at least in Silla, Buddhist
monasteries were often built in the regions away from the capital, particularly on sites of older
native religious significance such as sacred mountains or ridges thought to be connected to
sacred mountains like Paektu or T’aebaek, where it was believed that “dragons” dwelled, for
example. This conquest of the autochthonous folk belief was part of the conversion of the
country into a Buddhist Pure Land and the extension of the civilizing influence of royal
authority. Later, during the Kory�ð period, this type of mountain worship became linked to
geomancy. In the following period, that of the prolonged stability and prosperity under the so-
called Unified Silla, monasteries were built as vow temples (shrines dedicated to the dead in
which prayers were offered) of individuals such as rulers and aristocrats and in some sense
reflected Hwa�öÐ and esoteric Buddhist doctrine. In a number of cases, these monastery
locations reflected Buddhism’s role as protector, including against foreign invasions. Given that
the sponsors were based in the capital, these monasteries were mostly built on the outskirts of
Ky�öæv§RÀ the Silla capital, and reflected belief in Silla as a Buddha-realm. As such building
projects also reflected a belief in five sacred peaks, some of the monasteries were erected on
or at the base of these mountains. Finally, as the power of the Silla court weakened and the
political system became unstable beginning in the ninth century, S�öà Buddhism arrived and
became associated with powerful regional clans and the individualism promoted by the pursuit
of personal enlightenment. S�öà monasteries were built in the mountains near strategic sites.239
The mountain locations and S�öé s rhetoric of self-sufficiency attracted these regional patrons
(although connections with the court continued until the court became largely irrelevant). Hong
Kwangpyo says there is some source material that may connect the location of monasteries to
geomancy, but it is hard to find.240 My conclusion is that some of the perceived geomantic
readings are due to their projection back into the past.One example of projection back into the
past is the account of Ch’�öÆÇ•ong (Heavenly Dragon) Monastery as described in the Samguk
yusa. Murayama Chijun implies that this account relates to the Silla period.241 Iry�öà quotes an



otherwise unknown T’oron Samhan chip (Collected discussions of the Three Han), probably a
work of geomancy from the Kory�ð period, as saying, “Within the land of Kyerim (Ky�öæv§R• there
are two guest streams and one contrary stream. If this [potential for a] natural disaster is not
suppressed at the sources of the contrary stream and the guest streams, this will lead to the
calamity of Ch’�öÆÇ•ong Monastery collapsing into ruins.” This account also has Yue Penggui, an
envoy from China, saying, “If this monastery is destroyed, the state will fall in a few days.”242
The terms “guest water/stream” (kaeksu) and “contrary water/stream” (yoksu) are geomantic,
respectively meaning a watercourse that emanates from behind the area of the site and a
watercourse that contrarily flows toward or turns back on itself to flow toward the site.243 The
contrary watercourse is considered unlucky. This quote, then, is a combination of geomancy
and prediction and apparently refers to events in the tenth century, since the Chinese envoy
was born in 881.244 Ch’�öÆÇ•ong Monastery was associated with Ch’oe S�Öævæð (927–989), who
was born in Ky�öæv§P and became a leading official in Kory�òà As it was Ch’oe Chean (d. 1046), the
grandson of Ch’oe S�Öævæð, who “restored” this monastery, the account is suspect.245 Ch’oe
Chean was involved in the “rediscovery” of the personal letters and Ten Injunctions (Hunyo
sipcho) of Wang K�öà (877–943), which as Remco Breuker has argued, were forgeries.246 This
account of Ch’�öÆÇ•ong Monastery is therefore suspect by association, as it supports the idea that
Silla fell because it lacked the spiritual power to suppress disasters, and the restoration of the
monastery supported that the king might have “an abundantly long life and that the people and
the nation might be at peace.”247The fact that incidents involving geomancy and
prognostication were being read back into the past argues for caution in reading the Samguk
yusa. For example, it refers to an Anhong or Anham (519–640) who allegedly wrote a book of
prognostication (ch’ams�ò’À possibly called Tongdo s�öævæ—� ki (Record of the foundation of the
Eastern Capital). This alleged record stated that the construction of a nine-story pagoda would
enable defense of Silla against its enemies.248 Anhong may not be the source, however. The
prediction may have been inspired by the contest for control of the Korean peninsula in the
dying days of the Silla court between the warlords Ky�öà Hw�öà (867?–936) and Kung Ye (d. 918),
and later Wang K�öâà In that case it may have been politically motivated and an instance of the
adoption of Buddhist ideas about an end age, an apocalypse, or the advent of Maitreya
Buddha, the buddha of the future.Thus, Kung Ye, who had been a monk as a teen, may have
used for his own ends the belief that Maitreya would be incarnated on earth as a savior in the
end times of �¡�kyamuni Buddha. Taking advantage of this belief, Kung Ye allegedly appropriated
for himself the title Maitreya Buddha, rode in a Buddhist procession on a white horse, and
composed twenty fascicles of scriptures, which Kim Pusik says were “evil falsifications and not
at all the matters of the sutras.” Kim then quotes an eminent monk who said that Kung Ye’s
works “are all perverse theories and talk of prodigies.”249 Kung Ye was apparently building his
following on the foundation of a popular belief of Buddhism and that one could predict one’s
karmic future by the spinning of a top, a belief spread by Chinp’yo (ca. 714–ca. 752) in the
regions of Wansan (Ch’�öæ§R• and My�öæv§P (Kangn�Öær’À the latter being Kung Ye’s political power
base.250 It is thought that Chinp’yo inculcated an anti-Silla sentiment among former members
of the state of Paekche, which had been conquered by Silla.251 This use of Maitreya and the
promise of a utopia (the Y�öæv‡pa Assembly world or Dragon Flower Assembly), combined with
ideas of the cakrav��F–à (Dharma-wheel turning) king and political power, had precedents in
China with Empress Wu Zetian (r. 690–705) as well as the rebellion of the monk Xiang Haiming
in 613.252 Kung Ye initiated the Assembly of the Eight Barriers (P’algwanhoe) in 898 as part of
the eight precepts and belief in Maitreya. Kung Ye was thus predicting a paradise on earth led
by him as Maitreya, using as his base of operations districts where there was a belief in a



divination of the future and one’s karma by a method outlined in a sutra promoted by
Chinp’yo.253 Kung Ye also used the power of water as his ruling element.254 Kung Ye was
promising to revive Kogury�òÀ while his rival Ky�öà Hw�öà was promising to revive Paekche. If there
was a propaganda war of symbols and predictions during this period of conflict, Wang K�öâÀ
once he had defeated Kung Ye, seemed not to use Kung Ye’s propaganda of identification with
a Buddhist deity.255Another example of the propaganda war between these two protagonists
can be found in the Samguk sagi. (Assuming it is not a forgery of a later date, the Samguk sagi
is the earliest extant source; other sources such as the account in the Kory�ð sa that may have
been based on earlier materials are not extant.) The text says that in 918 an ancient Chinese
bronze mirror with a cryptic prediction inscribed on it was brought into the marketplace of
Ch’�÷'qOn, the capital of Kung Ye’s state of T’aebong. The background story tells of a white-haired
man of striking appearance wearing old clothes who held up an old mirror and asked a
merchant from China, Wang Changjin, if he would buy it, which Wang did, paying with rice. The
man distributed the rice to beggars in the streets and then disappeared. Later it was realized
that the old man looked like a statue of the earth star (Saturn). Wang hung the mirror on his
wall and when it was struck by sunlight he saw that there were small characters inscribed on it
that read like an old-style poem. It said, “The Emperor on High (Shangdi) will send down a
child into Chin and Ma [Han]. / He will first grasp a rooster (kye) and later seize a duck (am). /
In the snake (sa) year two dragons will appear; / one will hide itself in the green trees, one will
show its form to the east of black metal.” In the interpretation of some literati, Chin and Ma
referred to Chin Han and Ma Han, old names for the former Silla and Paekche territories,
respectively. The green tree is the pine (song). The people of Song’ak Commandery regarded
dragons as being the descendants of the famous, which probably suggests Wang K�öâà The
black metal refers to iron, or ch’�öÂÀ which indicates the capital of T’aebong, Ch’�÷'qOn, and by
extension Kung Ye, who had adopted water, symbolized by the color black, as his power. This
interpretation was taken as proof that Kung Ye would meet his end at this time. The prediction
meant Wang K�öà would first capture Kyerim (Rooster Forest), then the capital of Silla, following
which he would take the Amnok (Duck-Green) River. Fearing that Kung Ye would kill them
along with Wang K�öà if Kung Ye came to know of the prediction, the scholars lied to Kung Ye
about the meaning of the text while secretly revealing it to Wang K�öâÀ who was motivated to act
in what Gardiner calls a “well-prepared coup.”256 This is traditional toch’am, in many ways
resembling the use of such predictions by Wang Mang, and so I suspect it is not a product of
later times in Kory�ð but rather part of a propaganda war, or perhaps written to justify the
overthrow of Kung Ye by Wang K�öâåF†P Kory�ð leadership later began justifying the location of
Song’ak (Kaes�öær• as the capital via geomancy and even had the geomancer-monk Tos�öà
predict the advent of Wang K�öâà There is no evidence for S�öà monks in Silla or for Tos�öà
practicing political geomancy, or toch’am, so it has to be asked why S�öâÀ or Tos�öà in particular,
came to be associated with political geomancy and finally why Tos�öà was named the author of
texts in the Ch�öæp Kam nok corpus—that is, the Secret Record/Prediction of Tos�öà (text 8), the
Predictions of Ongnyongja (text 18, from Tos�öé s monastic toponym), and Ongnyongja on
Ch’�öæv†�° (text 31)—as well as a questioner in Teachings of Master Yixing (text 27).Some S�öà
monks located their monasteries in scenic and suitable sites so as to have access to water and
natural resources. These locations have later been read as geomantically auspicious, leading
some observers to connect S�öà monks with the practice of geomancy. This connection,
however, was made chiefly because of Kory�ð propaganda associating Tos�öà with S�öâÀ geomancy,
and Wang K�öâÀ the Kory�ð founder. While Wang K�öà may have used geomancers to locate sites for
monasteries, these monasteries were not related to S�öà or Tos�öâÀ but rather meant to balance



the powers, in one case the powers of water.257Kory�õF†P selection of the site for the Kory�ð
capital, Kaes�öærÀ in 919 was allegedly based on geomancy. Geomancy was probably a pretext,
however; for, despite this “social construction,” to use Yoon’s term, it appears that Kaes�öæy s site
was not so auspicious, and soon there were proposals that the capital be shifted to P’y�öæw•ang,
which was definitely more auspicious geomantically. The deficiencies of Kaes�öæp were
apparently alleviated by the king residing periodically in Seoul and P’y�öæw•ang.258 Remco
Breuker suggests that “geomantic reasoning is purely for legitimation; its internal logic does not
withstand scrutiny and … contemporaries clearly did not attach any significance to it … the
geomantic argument was little more than rhetoric.”259 Thus the geomantic justification for the
siting of Kaes�öæp seems to have been a justification after the fact. Kaes�öæp had been the power
base for Wang K�öé s ancestors.260The initial geomantic formulations may well have been in
accordance with the ideas of the Forms School, such as the location of Kaes�öæp at the end of a
branch of the great dragon vein, or mountain range, stretching from Mount Paektu to Song’ak
or that it had rivers to the south that could prevent the ki of life from escaping.261 The Song
court emissary Xu Jing, who visited Kaes�öæp in 1123, stated that geomancers (yinyangjia) said
that the formation at the end of the range, which split to surround the city on three sides, were
“the arms of the [black] dragon and [white] tiger” and that in terms of the five sounds, Wang
(the royal clan surname) belonged to the shang musical note, which meant that the western
direction would rise, and so on.262 These are references to theories that can be traced back to
early China, but especially to the Tang dynasty.263 It is therefore likely that the nativist Kory�ð
justification for the siting of Kaes�öæp associated with Tos�öà came later.The earliest mention of
Tos�öà is in the Ten Injunctions. Dated 943 and attributed to Wang K�öâÀ it has, however, been
demonstrated that this text was likely a forgery by Ch’oe Chean and Hwang Churyang dated
sometime after 1010 and probably not long before 1024. There, he is only called Tos�öâÃ#c@
neither given a title nor linked with S�öâà Tos�öà appears in the second injunction, which states,
“The monasteries and cloisters were all founded by Tos�öà by his divination of the conformity or
contrariness of the mountains and watercourses. Tos�öà said, ‘If they are built on sites apart from
those I have nominated through divination, this will damage and dilute the terrestrial power (_·)
and the blessed enterprise [of the state] will not last long.’”265 Thus Tos�öâÀ who allegedly lived
from 827 to 898 according to an inscription of 1150, was seen as a geomancer and a
monastery builder. Curiously, he is not called a S�öà master, yet his name must have been
known in the early eleventh century for it to have been appealed to in this injunction.The Ten
Injunctions was likely written in the reign of King Hy�öæ¦öæp (r. 1009–1031), who was deeply
interested in divination and who also wished to restrict the building of new monasteries. The
appeal to geomancy in this text may have been a clever way to achieve restrictions on the
building of more expensive monasteries without appearing to be anti-Buddhist.266 King
Hy�öæ¦öæp did appeal to Buddhism, as can be seen in a number of the Ten Injunctions and in
moves to celebrate the memories of great Confucians and Buddhists of the past. By way of
contrast, one of his predecessors, King S�öæv¦öæp (r. 982–997), was unsympathetic to Buddhism
and abandoned state support for Buddhist rituals and the building of monasteries.267 S�öæv¦öæp
instead supported Confucianism, strengthening the Confucian “university,” introducing worship
of Confucius, and venerating Chinese Confucianism. He did not give the titles “national
teacher” or “royal teacher” to eminent monks and did not sanction the writing and engraving of
stele inscriptions for them. Hy�öæ¦öærÀ who had been a monk until he took the throne, found his
reign under threat from the very start and therefore needed a new political base, part of which
he found in Buddhism and part in the southwest region of the country.268 Coincidentally, Tos�öà
was supposed to have come from the far southwest.In 1020, Hy�öæ¦öæp initiated a trajectory of



commemorating the leading scholars and monks of the pre-Kory�ð period by giving Ch’oe Ch’iw�öà
and S�öÀ Ch’ong (ca. 660–730), the son of W�öæ€yo, posthumous titles and establishing worship of
them in the Shrine of Civilization (Munmyo). He apparently followed this up in 1022 by
awarding Tos�öà the title of Great S�öà Master (Taes�öç6�’ã#c• The source for this is dubious,
however, because, first, the Kory�ð sa (History of the Kory�ò• says that in 1128 King Injong had the
relevant agencies give titles to the eminent monks (kos�Öær• W�öæ€yo (617–686), �Æ—6�æp (625–702),
and Tos�öâã#s� (The ranks were not specified in the history, however, and it does not say “added
title” [R \�], as is usually the case when an additional title was granted.) Second, the only source
that claims that King Hy�öæ¦öæp gave Tos�öà the title of Great S�öà Master is the stele of 1150 by
Ch’oe Yuch’�öæp (1094–1173).271 Great S�öà Master was the highest title available to a S�öà monk
in the Kory�ð save for the titles of royal teacher (wangsa) and national teacher (kuksa).272 Ch’oe
Yuch’�öæp wrote, “King Hy�öå¶¦öæuÐ gave him the [title] of Taes�öç6� and [King] Sukcho [or Sukchong,
r. 1095–1105] added the title of royal teacher, and by our king’s late father [King Injong],
Konghyo … then further enfeoffed him as National Teacher S�öé&v�²à”273Information in Ch’oe
Yuch’�öæy s stele of 1150 is highly dubious, however. First, according to the Kory�ð sa, in 1101 only
W�öæ€yo and �Æ—6�æp were given the honorific title of national teacher by King Sukchong, and a
decree was issued that a stele inscription be written and engraved.274 It was only in 1128 that
the Kory�ð sa mentions that Tos�öà was given a title, but it was apparently at a lower rank than that
given to W�öæ€yo and �Æ—6�ærã#sP Thus, Tos�öà was gradually promoted posthumously and
increasingly associated with S�öã° there was no information about him beyond his titles and
association with geomancy before 1150. Moreover, Ch’oe Yuch’�öæy s 1150 stele inscription, the
Paekkyesan Ongnyong-sa ch�Öæw6• S�öé&v�° Kuksa pimy�öæp py�öæw1O (The stele inscription and
preface for the posthumously titled National Teacher S�öé&v�° of Ongnyong Monastery on Mount
Paekkye) appears to be a pastiche of sentences appropriated for the hagiography of Tos�öà from
the steles of other masters. In the analysis of Ch�öæp S�öæv&öâÀ the text written by Ch’oe is made
up of fragments. Ch�öæp S�öæv&öà shows that Ch’oe Yuch’�öæp possessed almost no information on
Tos�öà beyond a name and the connection with geomancy, so when he was ordered by King
�Æ–¦öæp (r. 1146–1170) to compose a stele inscription for him, Ch’oe Yuch’�öæp was forced to create
a hagiography by cutting and pasting information unrelated to Tos�öà from the stele inscriptions
for other monks. In any case, the stele was not erected in the same year as the inscription was
written because in 1152 Ch’oe was implicated in a treasonous plot and exiled. It was only in
1172, after Ch’oe was rehabilitated, that the stele was shipped to Ongnyong Monastery and
erected with a new inscription on the reverse side describing the exile of Ch’oe that had
delayed the erection of the stele.276The commission for the 1150 stele came in a letter of
instruction wherein King �Æ–¦öæp gave Tos�öà the posthumous title of National Teacher S�öé&v�²à It
mentions that Tos�öà knew the “royal vitality” and the future and that he had “supported the work
of establishing an imperial king,” that is, Wang K�öâà �Æ–¦öæp said that King Hy�öæ¦öæp had given Tos�öà
the title of S�öà master and that King Sukcho (Sukchong) had added to that title. The author of
the letter of instruction is given as Ch’oe �Ææv6‰!Ong, but as a person of this name is otherwise
unknown, it is likely that the name is simply a mistaken transcription of Ch’oe Yuch’�öærã#sp This
latest promotion of Tos�öà as a geomancer was therefore likely a product of King �Æ–¦öærÀ Ch’oe
Yuch’�öærÀ and his brother-in-law, the calligrapher Ch�öæp S�òä6‰&öP Yuch’�öæp used three identifiable
sources for his fabrication of a biography for Tos�öã  a stele for S�öà Master Ch�öÆ§Væp (826–900)
written in 944; a stele for Hyech’�öÀ (785–861), the founder of the Tongni-san lineage of S�öà
written in 872; and a stele for Ky�öæv&ð (869–948) written in 958. First, an implied source for
Tos�öé s hagiography was in an alleged stele by Pak Inb�öÒÀ an academician; however, this Pak
Inb�öÐ appears in the stele for Ch�öÆ§Væp as being ordered to write an inscription for Ch�öÆ§Væp but



failing to do so.278 Ch�öæp S�öæv&öà thinks that Ch’oe Yuch’�öæp simply availed himself of the
appearance of the name of Pak Inb�öÐ as a cover for his own forgery.279 Second, Ch’oe
Yuch’�öæp took biographical details found in the stele for Ky�öæv&ð, an influential monk, and
appropriated them for Tos�öâÀ as follows: the place of origin or birth (Yong’am), the monastery of
initial study (Hwa�öÐ Monastery on Mount W�öÆÇ—RÀ otherwise unknown), the subject of initial study
(the Hwa�öÐ gy�öærÀ or Avata�Asaka S�·G a), and the name of the eventual monastic residence
(Ongnyong Monastery).280 Third, Ch’oe took the common hagiographical motif of the unusual
cause of birth from the stele for Hyech’�öÀ and applied it to Tos�öâà Hyech’�öÀ went to China and
studied with Xitang Zhizang (725–814). Zhizang told him, “If on another day the speech of no
speech and the Dharma of no Dharma circulates beyond the sea [in Korea], I will be very
happy.”281 Exactly the same words, “the speech of no speech and the Dharma of no Dharma,”
are what Hyech’�öÀ taught Tos�öâÀ if we are to believe Ch’oe Yuch’�öærã#ƒ%F†P attempt to make
Hyech’�öÀ the master of Tos�öà and make Ky�öæv&ð Tos�öé s pupil is problematic because Tos�öà is not
mentioned in the steles of either Hyech’�öÀ or Ky�öæv&ð.283 It is possible that Ky�öæv&ù s early
teacher, Tos�ÖærÀ could be equated with Tos�öâÀ but as Ky�öæv&ð left Tos�Öæp for further study because
his, Ky�öæv&ù s, enlightenment still lacked wisdom, it would make Tos�öà by implication an
inadequate teacher, something that neither King �Æ–¦öæp nor Ch’oe would have wanted; so this
equation is rejected.284 Part of the reason for selecting Hyech’�öÀ and Ky�öæv&ð as teacher and
pupil, respectively, of Tos�öà was that the two monks operated and had their headquarters in the
far southwest, a territory King Hy�öæ¦öæp had favored, and because it could plausibly provide a
linkage to Wang K�öà and Ky�öà Hw�öâÀ for Ky�öà Hw�öà and Wang K�öà were patrons of Ky�öæv&ð, and
Wang K�öà had occupied the town of Naju, not too distant from Ongnyong Monastery and
Hyech’�öÉ s T’aean Monastery.285Yannick Bruneton has suggested that the hagiography of Tos�öà
as a prognosticator was inspired in part by the figure of Baozhi because he, Baozhi, is
mentioned in Ch’oe’s hagiography of Tos�öâÃ#ƒ` and because Baozhi was famed for his
predictions (chenyu), especially concerning the foundation and longevity of dynasties. By 982
in Song China, Baozhi was made a legitimizer of the dynasty via forged texts like the Zhigong ji
(Prophecies of Mr. Bao).287 Moreover, Baozhi was mentioned in earlier Korean funerary steles
for monks in 940.288 Baozhi could symbolize a royal teacher.289 Thus Baozhi and Yixing,
Tos�öé s reputed master, could serve as models for creating the hagiography of Tos�öà that made
Tos�öà out to be a prophet-monk, a state preceptor, and a master of geomancy.290It is likely,
though, that there was a more pressing motivation for the creation of Tos�öà as a S�öà master
specializing in geomancy, one that served as a guarantor of the fortunes of the Kory�ð dynasty
by predicting the rise of Wang K�öâà Ch’oe Yuch’�öæy s stele for Tos�öà has similarities in motif and
content to the P’y�öæày�öà t’ongnok (Annalistic general record) by Kim Kwan�Ö’À also compiled in the
reign of King �Æ–¦öærã#“� Although Ch’oe Yuch’�öæp compares Tos�öé s deeds to the numerology of
Yixing, along with the military books received by Zhang Liang (d. 187 BCE) and the forecasts
of the thaumaturge monk Baozhi,292 Kim Kwan�Ö• states that Tos�öâÀ “patriarchal master of Mount
Tongni,” went to Tang China and there learned Yixing’s methods of geomancy (chirib�÷�’à He
then returned and climbed Mount Paektu, after which, in 876, he went on to Kongny�öæp (Snow
Goose Range), where Yongg�öâÀ the father of Wang K�öâÀ was living. Yongg�öà and Wang K�öà
climbed Snow Goose Range together,and investigated the veins of the mountains and
watercourses. Above they viewed the patterns of heaven and below they examined the
numbers of the times. [Tos�öåÐ said, “The veins of this site arise from Mount Paektu in the north;
with the water its mother, and wood the trunk, coming to a stop at Horse Head (Hayagriva)
My�öævF�ærà You are also under the mandate of water and you should follow the great number of
water and build a palace with six times six to form thirty-six compartments. If you do so then



this will be a talisman that responds to the great numbers of heaven and earth, and in the next
year you will certainly give birth to a holy child. You should name him Wang K�öâà” Accordingly,
he [Tos�öåÐ made a seal of verification, inscribing the outside of it, “I present this text … to the
Ruler Who Will Unify the Three Han.”293Kim Kwan�Ö• was thus adding to Ch’oe Yuch’�öæy s stele
for Tos�öâÀ reinforcing Tos�öé s linkage with Wang K�öâÀ the geomancy of Yixing, the siting of the
capital at Kaes�öærÀ and S�öà Buddhism. Ch’oe Yuch’�öæp and Kim Kwan�Ö• were responding to King
�Æ–¦öæy s need for a re-balance of the political forces that had been upset by the rebellion headed
by Myoch’�öærÀ which started in 1135. Although Myoch’�öæp was only a figurehead, he had been
an influential, albeit divisive, figure at court, promoting a nativist ideology against foreign
influence and state-sponsored Buddhism.294 Myoch’�öæy s nativism was partly a response to
the rise of the Jurchen Jin state that had conquered Northern Song in 1126 and cast doubt on
the Confucian or Chinese idea of a universal heavenly mandate. Myoch’�öæp led a group of non-
establishment figures who subsequently became associated with elites from P’y�öæw•ang, the
western capital. Myoch’�öæp and his allies gained influence under the young King Injong.295
While dressed up in Buddhist garb, this nativist ideology was opposed to state-sponsored
Buddhism and adopted geomancy and magic as part of its arsenal.296 As a specialist in ritual,
Myoch’�öærÀ who though he might not even have been a monk as later tradition asserts, did
know both Buddhist ritual and geomancy. Moreover, he claimed to be a second-generation
disciple in a line from Tos�öâã#“p Myoch’�öæy s geomancy and attempts to create omens in the
style of Wang Mang and others was in the service of nativism, however.298 In other words,
these techniques were meant to rally spiritual powers, especially those of the Korean
topography and the gods of the localities, to defend Kory�ð against the Jurchen and other
external forces that had emerged first with the invasion of the Khitan in 1010 and later with the
Jurchen conquest of Northern Song in 1126.299Myoch’�öæp in particular asserted the spiritual
potency of Mount Paektu as the source of all mountain ranges in the Korean peninsula,
appropriating it from the Jurchen, who worshiped it as their holy mountain and the source of
their power.300 According to the myth—possibly invented by Myoch’�öæp or one of his coterie301
—Mount Paektu was the supposed site where Tan’gun, the mythical ancestor of Koreans,
came from. Mount Paektu was also where Hogy�öærÀ the primal ancestor of the royal Wang clan,
came from according to Kim Kwan�Ö’ã3� The second site Myoch’�öæp promoted as geomantically
potent was P’y�öæw•ang. Not only was his support base, fickle though it was, located there, but
according to the fifth of the Ten Instructions it was geomantically as potent, if not more so, as
Kaes�öærÀ the Kory�ð capital. It was also a strategic site, with its power that of water, the symbol of
the Kory�ð dynasty.303 Not only Wang K�öà but also King Hy�öæ¦öæp found P’y�öæw•ang to be a place
of strategic importance.304 Later, following the Myoch’�öæp Rebellion, King �Æ–¦öæp was made fully
aware that P’y�öæw•ang was a site not to be neglected. Myoch’�öæp had claimed that if the capital
was moved there, “thirty-six states will come and pay tribute to Kory�òà”305The conclusion to be
drawn is that an escalating series of forgeries increasingly promoted Tos�öà as a S�öà Buddhist
geomancer in order to bolster royal prestige and to link geomancy and S�öà monks to
institutional Buddhism, thereby attempting to undermine nativist forces that asserted a monistic
world view and to reassert the pluralistic world view of the Kory�ð court and its supporters.306 It
seems that there were two competing streams of geomancy, one state supported and the other
nativist.307 Both seemed to have claimed Tos�öà as their founder, with the state-sponsored
geomancy supporting Kaes�öæp as the capital and emphasizing links with Yixing, while the
nativist school supported P’y�öæw•ang as the capital and possibly contained shamanistic
elements that identified old, autochthonous mountain gods with Buddhist and even Daoist
divinities.308 These last elements may explain the attempted identification of Myoch’�öæp with



Daoist cults by supporters of the status quo who questioned the efficacy and legitimacy of
Myoch’�öæy s brand of geomancy, even though the origin theories of the Wang royal clan show
shamanistic elements.309 Myoch’�öæp himself claimed he was a pupil of a geomancer student of
Tos�öà named Kang Ch�öæv‡pa.310The state, under King �Æ–¦öærÀ responded to Myoch’�öæp and what
we may term the “nativist” or “ultra-nativist” school of geomancy by linking Tos�öà to Yixing. After
all, Yixing was a monk who had Emperor Xuanzong (r. 712–756) of the Tang dynasty as his
patron, evidenced by Xuanzong commissioning Yixing to create a new calendar.311 Yixing,
too, was famed for his geomancy. This linkage of Yixing with Tos�öà was made explicit by Kim
Kwan�Ö’À possibly building on Ch’oe Yuch’�öæy s implicit association. Ch’oe wrote that Tos�öà was
taught by a strange man who had lived in obscurity for several centuries. This man was clearly
meant to be a Buddhist, for his method of geomancy was one by which bodhisattvas could
save the world. The man showed Tos�öà a “map” of sand to indicate the auspicious and contrary
features of the topography of Korea.312 The fact that the man was described as a Buddhist,
several hundred years old, and a geomancer leads me to suspect that Ch’oe Yuch’�öæp was
hinting that this mysterious person was Yixing. This, then, would give Tos�öé s lineage and
geomancy a link to the court, just as Yixing claimed Emperor Xuanzong as a patron. It may
also explain why Ch’oe first compared the work of Tos�öà to that of Zhang Liang, the advisor to
the founder of the Han dynasty, and then to the monk Baozhi, who met and was venerated by
Emperor Wu, the founder of the Liang dynasty and interlocutor of Bodhidharma, the legendary
founder of Chan/S�öà Buddhism, and finally to Yixing.313 Kim Kwan�Ö• then took the suggestion
that the strange man was Yixing and confirmed it.It is fairly clear that the Kory�ð state was
appropriating Tos�öà for its own ends, for Ch’oe Yuch’�öæp states that “the world has many texts by
the master transmitting the theories of yin and yang, and those who were later called chiri
(scholars of geomancy) all took him to be their ancestor.”314 He further says that Tos�öà studied
“the arts of yin and yang and the five phases…. later saw the omens that were harbingers of
the fall of Silla due to the decline of their government and institutions, and knew that there
would be a holy man who would receive the mandate. Accordingly, he went traveling to
Song’ak Commandery and there met our Sejo [the father of Wang K�öåÐ [and predicted the birth
of Wang K�öåÒà”315 The prediction by Tos�öà of the birth of the founder of the Kory�ð dynasty is
allegedly why kings Hy�öæ¦öærÀ Sukchong, and �Æ–¦öæp had given Tos�öà titles.316 Earlier attempts
had been made to coopt Tos�öà into the ranks of the state-sponsored geomancers and diviners—
a task made more urgent after Myoch’�öæy s rebellion—resulting in two documents with
reinforcing messages that were issued at almost the same time.After this time, texts with the
monastery name that Ch’oe Yuch’�öæp had made out to be Tos�öé s home monastery, Ongnyong-
sa, appeared in the court records, such as in a memorial written by U P’irh�Öæp in 1357.317
Other texts containing Tos�öé s name are mentioned even before King �Æ–¦öæy s reign, and some
may have belonged to the nativist tradition of geomancy that had taken Tos�öà as their
founder.According to the biography of Kim Wije in the Kory�ð sa, Kim sent a memorial to the
throne, probably after he was appointed to a bureaucratic post in the first year of the reign of
King Sukchong. In the memorial Kim requested that the capital be shifted to the Southern
Capital, the area that is now Seoul. There were discussions by the astrologers and others
about building the Southern Capital in Yangju, the region around Seoul, in the ninth lunar
month of 1099.318 There was also a precedent for locating a capital in Yangju, for King
Munjong had built a new palace in the Southern Capital in 1068.319 King Sukchong,
coincidentally a brother of the famous monk �Æ–6‰!On (1055–1101) and of two other kings, clearly
believed in omens. The historians who compiled the Kory�ð sa say that in 1092, while Sukchong
was posted in P’y�öæw•ang, a purple cloud rose above his tent, a phenomenon that those who



“observed vitality” (g�l#) regarded as a sign or token that Sukchong would become king.320 Given
that Sukchong was only one out of thirteen sons of King Munjong, and not the son of the last
king, his ascension to the throne violated the preferred system of royal succession via
primogeniture.321 This omen may therefore have been part of a propaganda campaign to
justify his succession. Then, in the fourth month of the first year of Sukchong’s reign, there was
a series of untimely deadly frosts and hail storms. These events were discussed at court
through the medium of the “Hongfan” chapter of the Book of Documents, the Jing Fang
tradition of the Yijing, and what appears to have been ch’amwi (Ch. chenwei) or toch’am
texts.322 The events were regarded as warnings from Heaven, and it was in this context that
Kim Wije allegedly sent his memorial to the throne requesting that the capital be moved.As
evidence supporting the shift, Kim Wije cited several works by Tos�öâÀ including a certain Tos�öà ki
(Record/Prediction of Tos�öâ• and a Tos�öà tapsan ka (Tos�öé s song of treading through the
mountains), plus two other texts, the Samgak-san my�öævF�æp ki (Record of the Bright Hall of
Mount Samgak) and the Sinji pisa (Secret words of Sinji). The ideas attributed to Tos�öà in the
Tos�öà ki said that if the king stays four months (each specified) in each of the three capitals of
Kory�ùvæ�ÖVÇ•, Song’ak (Kaes�öær’À or the Central Capital; Mongmy�öæy'•ang, or the Southern
Capital (Seoul); and P’y�öæw•ang, or the Western Capital—then thirty-six countries would pay
court to Kory�òã3#0 Once again, the number thirty-six reflects the power of water, as has been
seen in Kim Kwan�Ö™ s account of Tos�öé s prediction of the birth of Wang K�öâÀ although other
interpretations are possible.324The second quote by Kim Wije of the Tos�öà ki says that “one
hundred and sixty years after the foundation of the country [Kory�õÐ the capital will be in
Mongmy�ö° [Seoul].”325 If calculated from the foundation of Kory�ð in 918, the year would be 1078;
but if calculated from the year Wang K�öà “reunited” Korea in 936, the year would be 1096, that
is, the first year of King Sukchong’s reign, the same year in which Kim Wije was advocating the
capital be moved.326 The later of the two calculations make it likely that Kim Wije or a like-
minded person forged the Tos�öà ki, or at the very least interpolated this “one hundred and sixty
years” into the text sometime between 1010, when Tos�öé s name first appears in the Ten
Injunctions, and 1096.The second source Kim Wije cites is the Tos�öà tapsan ka, which says that
after Kaes�öæp falls, the capital should be shifted to P’y�öæw•ang, where the sun rises on the winter
solstice. The source adds that “later a wise gentleman will open up a great well [there], and the
fish and dragons of the Han River will communicate with the four seas.”327 Although Kim Wije
provides some explanation that the sunrise is in the sun hexagram direction, he does not
explain the matter of the “great well.” In later tradition, P’y�öæw•ang was seen as having the
topographic shape of a boat, so digging wells there was akin to drilling holes in the hull and
sinking the boat.328 The idea that dragons in particular could move via underground
waterways and emerge through wells was possibly based on the similarity of the Korean
pronunciation of Maitreya, Mir�Ö²À and the miri, autochthonous deities that were equated with
dragons.329 By the Kory�ð period it was routine for statues of Maitreya to be buried to the waist.
This half-burial of statues of Maitreya was associated with calculations that the first year of the
end age of the correct Dharma (malb�÷�• was 1052, the sixth year of King Munjong, an im-chin
year, and that the only hope for salvation was the future buddha, Maitreya. The image was of
Maitreya emerging from the soil (or a pond) of Korea, and Kim Samnyong suggests this was
associated with the hopes of people during the troubles of this period.330 It is possible, then,
that texts attributed to Tos�öà asserted a connection of geomancy with Buddhism, equating
geomantically auspicious sites with Maitreya and dragons. After all, Iry�öà quoted a no longer
extant Ongnyong chip to claim that Hwangnyong (August Dragon) Monastery was one of seven
monasteries established by ancient buddhas south of the Dragon Palace. This site was



indicated by a yellow dragon.331 Whatever may be the correct analysis of this geomantic
symbolism, it is certain it meant that the fortunes of the dynasty would shift from Kaes�öæp to
P’y�öæw•ang and then on to Seoul.The second quote from the Tos�öà tapsan ka deals further with
Song’ak (here referring to the mountain overlooking Kaes�öær’À saying that once the capital was
at Song’ak its ruler would be sovereign over Chin and Ma (that is, Chin Han, the former Silla,
and Ma Han, the former Paekche). But,Alas! Do you know when this will start or end? If the
roots of flowers are delicate and weak, the branches and leaves will be likewise. Why then will
it not end in a hundred years? After that you [the ruler] will wish for the power (Râ) [or site] of the
new flower that is [Mong]my�ö²à If you leave and cross over to the north (yang) of the [Han] River,
coming and going unencumbered [or in vain], the spirits and fish of the four seas will pay court
at the Han River and the country will be at peace and the people secure, leading to a great
peace [a utopia].332Kim Wije then glosses several of the words quoted, explaining that this
shift was needed because Seoul was the site of a great my�öævF�æp that would significantly
lengthen the duration of the fundamental enterprise (of maintaining control of a state) and that
the divine fish symbolize the flourishing of the royal clan.Another source cited by Kim Wije was
the Samgak-san my�öævF�æp ki. The text may also have been attributed to Tos�öâÀ as there was a
similar text titled Tos�öà Song’ak my�öævF�æp ki, this latter text dealing with the site of Song’ak in
Kaes�öæp rather than with the site of Mount Samgak in Seoul. The latter text was probably cited
in 1056 concerning the location of a new palace.333 The Samgak-san my�öævF�æp ki is the
most geomantically detailed of the texts Kim Wije quoted. It says,Raise your eyes, turn your
head, and examine the conformation of the mountain. It has its back to the im (north direction)
and faces the py�öæp (south direction). It is an immortal great turtle334 where the yin and yang
flower in three or four layers [of surrounding mountains], closely screening the sustaining
mountain that overlooks and protects [the site]. The table [mountain] in front and the audience
mountain335 are in five or six layers…. The [guard] dogs of the inner and outer gates are each
three [in number], constantly attending on the dragon visage [the king] without anything else on
their minds. The blue-black [dragon] and the white [tiger] climb together without any right or
wrong. Domestic and foreign merchants present jewels…. If, in an im-cha year there is an
opening of the soil [i.e., the foundation of a capital] here, then in a ch�öær×6� year you will obtain
a holy child who will produce an imperial capital based on Mount Samgak, and in the ninth
year all the seas [the whole world] will pay court.336Besides geomancy, this passage has
elements of toch’am prediction, but the dates here give rise to suspicions, for the next im-cha
year after 1096, when this memorial was supposedly presented, was 1132. In that im-cha year,
King Injong issued an edict in which he confessed that he had met with adversity and worked
hard to revitalize the country, and that an ancient instruction (hun) said,Once in every several
tens of thousands of years the day of the winter solstice will coincide with a kap-cha day….
This is the fifteenth of the first month of the lunar calendar and our calendar starts with it. Since
the creation [kaeby�ö²À of heaven and earth] the Way of the saint [Confucius?] starts from
there.Injong then notes that this coincidence of the winter solstice and a kap-cha day would be
in this im-cha year, and that it isthe first of the three kap-cha days (w�öâÀ lit., “cycle”). On this
occasion, I intend to abolish the old institutions and create new ones. Based on the teachings
(yuhun) of the ancient wise men, I have ordered officials to build the Great Flower (Taehwa)
Palace in the Western Capital.337This edict was followed on the next day by another edict in
which Injong declares that he was very young when he took the throne.Before that the
prognosticators (kam’ga, “geomancers”) greatly criticized [my taking the throne], and even
though I came to government and governed as I wished, I had no respite [from them]. Being
without the virtue/power to deal with this properly, all of what I did could not meet with the mind



of Heaven and so mountains collapsed, watercourses flooded, and strange anomalies
continually occurred.338This misfortune was the reason why King Injong planned a great
renewal of his own path (Y'•‹•êe°NK•ï).339 Again, the mention of the winter solstice by both the Tos�öà
tapsan ka and Injong’s edict, plus the opening up of a great well (•‹Y'N•) by a wise man in the Tos�öà
tapsan ka and the reference in the edict to the founding of the Taehwa Palace (Y'ƒï[®) in P’y�öæw•ang
seem to be too much of a coincidence for them to be unconnected.It is clear from King Injong’s
complaint about the geomancers’ disapproval of him taking the throne that he wished to
remove them. In this context, Kim Wije’s memorial looks like a volley in the propaganda war
between the pro- and anti-Myoch’�öæp factions, with the memorial backdated to 1096 to make it
look like a prediction. Kim Wije had indeed been involved later in the geomantic location of the
Dragon Embankment Palace for King Yejong circa 1106.340A further problem related to the
dates predicted for an auspicious shift of the capital is introduced by the fact that King
Sukchong had established a Southern Capital at Seoul in 1101. This year, the sixth of his
reign, was apparently a significant one, because a number of events related to unauthorized
predictions and a shift of capital to the south occurred. In the third month a monk, a junior
official, and a presented scholar were found to have fabricated a “book of yin and yang,” for
which they were flogged and exiled.341 Almost immediately after this incident the king went to
Mount Samgak, granting “god titles” to the mountains and rivers there.342 In the fourth month
an “evil monk,” Kakchin, “spoke falsely about yin and yang to delude people, and it was
decreed he be exiled.”343 In the same month, sacrifices were offered to the spirits in Kaes�öæp
and Yangju (Seoul region).344 Finally, in the ninth month, King Sukchong established a
commission for the construction of a new capital, the Southern Capital, in Seoul.345 In the next
month, the investigators reported that of all the sites examined only the topography of Mount
Samgak was suitable for building the capital becauseit faced south to a peak, the shape of the
mountain was of the configuration (Râ) of water, which tallied with the ancient texts. They reported
that one should build a capital on the center of the main branch, in the im (northern) location (WP)
and facing py�öæp (south), in accordance with the forms. This was approved…. And so on the
py�öær×6–à [day] they commenced the foundation of the Southern Capital, which was announced
to the ancestral shrine and to the shrines of the earth, mountains, and rivers.346It would seem,
then, that King Sukchong was acting in accordance with the prophecies found in Kim Wije’s
memorial. However, in the fourth month of 1107, the “Nation-Observing Peak of Mount Samgak
collapsed,” evidently a bad omen.347 In 1106, O Y�öæ6‰&öæp had said, contrary to other advisors,
including Kim Wije, that “the work of [constructing] the Southern Capital has just finished, the
people are exhausted, and materials are insufficient, so building a new palace” at Dragon
Embankment in P’y�öæw•ang, O Y�öæ6‰&öæp cautioned, should be abandoned.348 In 1107, Ch’oe
Hongsa, a leading official, declared that over two hundred years had passed since Kaes�öæp had
been made the capital and that to extend the fortune of the dynasty, one should build a new
palace on the site of the Dragon Embankment in P’y�öæw•ang and the ruler should shift the site
of his government there. But O Y�öæ6‰&öæp opposed this plan. He cited as reasons that the
previous kings, Munjong, My�öæv¦öærÀ and Yejong, had been deluded by mantic numerologists
and built palaces in P’y�öæw•ang, and that recently, just eight years previously, the Southern
Capital (Seoul) had been built and “yet there was no good fortune in response.”349 Over O
Y�öæ6‰&öæy s objections, the king followed the advice of Ch’oe Hongsa. There were thus two
schools of thought about the building of new palaces and the founding of new capitals; Kim
Wije was clearly in favor of new capitals and was probably in the nativist camp.Finally, Kim Wije
quoted a Sinji pisa (Secret words of Sinji) dealing with the five powers, which was used to
support the idea of three capitals. Kim Wije interpreted the passage to claim that Seoul has five



powers concurrent with Tos�öé s theories about the three capitals.350 According to notes to the
Yongbi �ö6‰!On ka (Song of dragons flying in heaven), section 16, “Sinji was a person of the time
of Tan’gun, and he was titled the immortal Sinji.” Sinji is credited in this text with authoring a
certain Kuby�öà toguk (Diagram of the nine changes), a toch’am text.351As Myoch’�öæp is clearly
connected with toch’am,352 was described as a saint by a supporter,353 and championed the
immortal of T’aebaek as the first divine protector of the state,354 and because T’aebaek in an
“old record” about the myth of Tan’gun is where Tan’gun’s father, Hwan’ung, descended
beneath a divine tree called Sinsi (y^^�),355 I contend that the Sinji pisa was a text used in
Myoch’�öæy s campaign and subsequently in Kim Wije’s memorial. Interestingly, the Chos�öâÐ
period historians who compiled the Kory�òç6� felt a need to introduce Kim Wije’s memorial by
saying that in the “late Silla there was a monk Tos�öà who went to Tang (China) and learned the
geomantic method of Yixing and returned, writing pigi that were transmitted to Wije, who also
learned these techniques.”356 These historians, then, were probably basing their ideas about
Tos�öà on the stele by Ch’oe Yuch’�öæp and were alerting readers to the dangers of dabbling in
political geomancy that advocated the shifting of capitals, especially in light of the disputes in
early Chos�öà over the location of their new capital, Seoul (Hanyang), or Sindoan on Mount
Kyeryong.Throughout the remaining years of Kory�ð following the Myoch’�öæp Rebellion, there
were citations of works attributed to Tos�öâÀ elaborations on his hagiography, and more debates
on the shifting of the capital, all invoking geomancy and sometimes toch’am. Such references
and arguments were symptoms of contests for power and resources, probably between the
marginalized nativist groups, Buddhist and otherwise, and the power-holders and state-
sponsored Buddhism. Both sides appealed to Tos�öà and to the pibo sat’ap (remedial
monasteries and stupas) attributed to him.The Kory�ò×�W iod geomancy, a merging of toch’am
predictions and elements from the Chinese Forms School, was probably created sometime in
eleventh- and twelfth-century Kory�òà It claimed that a geomantic site had a limited shelf life, and
its loss of potency could be predicted by observing the physical and spiritual makeup of a site.
This theory is known as chigi soewang s�öÀ (the decline and flourishing of terrestrial vitality).357
The basis for it is seen in the following statement in the Kayasan Haeinsa koj�ö° (Old text of the
Haein Monastery of Mount Kaya), which though dated 943 contains material from the
thirteenth or fourteenth century.358 “Generally the rise and fall of people is necessarily
connected to the flourishing and decay of their site and is also related to the numbers (fortune)
of their times.” In this text, Baozhi then gives two Silla monks a prediction, saying, “When you
return to your country you should build as a special remedy (pibo) a great monastery called
Haein-sa.”359 These pibo monasteries and stupas apparently acted like needles in the
practice of acupuncture in that they could alter the flow of vitality in the veins of the earth,
thereby “curing” the site. This acupuncture analogy, as far as I know, only appears in the
post-1604 Kory�ð Kuksa Tos�öà ch�öà (Biography of National Teacher Tos�öâ’ã3c� Traces of this theory
of remedial Buddhist structures appear as early as 1055 however.361Thus it appears that in
standard Chinese geomancy the vitality, or qi, can leak away. The water around the geomantic
point, or mingtang, is described as a “water wall” (shuicheng l4WÎ).362 Naturally, walls can be
broken and the vitality leak out, so when Sin Ton (d. 1371) argued for a shift of the capital using
the Tos�öà milgi’s ideas, he cited the text as having a theory of “the decaying vitality of Songdu
(Kaes�öær’à”363 The vitality of a site thus is destroyed (x4) when it leaks away,364 something that
seems to occur due to the passage of time, the misconduct of residents or those associated
with the site, and the building of inappropriate structures. Conversely, this loss of vitality can be
remedied by the building of appropriate (Buddhist) structures, or, for example as in the case of
Kaes�öærÀ by the planting of pine trees (because it was the Pine Capital, or Songdu),365 and by



proper conduct.366 Certainly, that gelled with the theories of the five phases that were linked to
the virtues of a regime. A succession of states was only natural, in other words, and if the
geomancy of the site of a capital was linked to a regime, it had to decay, for otherwise
dynasties would last forever.In one analysis, the pibo sat’ap comprised a list of monasteries
used by the state to distribute land, collect taxes, allocate slaves and tenants, and conscript
soldiers via “estates” or “locations.”367 Another analysis suggests that the list was limited to
seventy sites and originally meant monasteries that were dedicated to “aiding the state” or for
praying for unification rather than being used for geomantic remediation.368 The state tried to
monopolize these monasteries, lists of which were probably appended to the Tos�öà milgi or
Tos�öà pigi in order to exclude privately sponsored monasteries from state subsidies or tax
exemptions, while Buddhist schools sought to have their monasteries included as pibo sasa
(remedial monasteries and societies). S�öà monasteries seem to have dominated these lists.369
Other schools attempted to gain entry for their monasteries and so attached themselves to
Tos�öâÀ a prime example of which was the claim by the Ch’�öçI&�P (Ch. Tiantai) monk Ch’�öæ6‰&�V°
(1206–1293) to the effect that “when in the past the holy ancestor [Wang K�öåÐ was founding [the
dynasty] and was operating and administering fields of merit (monasteries), N�ÖævwVæp
personally received the holy arcane instructions from Tos�öà to use the three vehicles [of
Ch’�öçI&�P Buddhism] to make it into one … and make us united into one country.”370 Later, in a
1402 entry to the T’aejong sillok, it is claimed that Wang K�öà ordered monasteries established
on various sites. But over the next five hundred years of Kory�ð rule too many monasteries were
established for them to be recorded, “and the various schools of S�öà and Doctrine competed to
gain monasteries with land that they requested be listed in the register of pibo, and the monk
groups would harvest the field taxes.”371Such attempts to be incorporated into the lists of pibo
monasteries and to expand those lists, as well as to use Tos�öé s name to recommend shifting
the capital, probably caused interpolations and changes to be made to the Tos�öà milgi and
related texts such as the Ongnyong chip. For that reason, the state and its Buddhist
establishment allies created an authorized standard text or texts attributed to Tos�öâà Thus,
geomancy texts were collected and judged as to their orthodoxy and compiled into a no longer
extant Haedong pirok (Secret records of Korea) at the direction of King Yejong in 1106.372
This Haedong pirok was restricted and kept in the official court library (possibly to prevent
alterations and interpolations) and may have been copied and lodged with important
government agencies. Compiled by Kim Inchon (d. 1127),373 it may have included a number of
texts on yin and yang (predictions) and geomancy as well as the Tos�öà milgi, which was first
mentioned in the reign of King Munjong (r. 1046–1083),374 but as the Tos�öà milgi precedes the
Kim Wije memorial and the Myoch’�öæp Rebellion, the nativists probably had to reinterpret
selected texts or forge variants or add interpolations to texts attributed to Tos�öà and other
prognosticators and geomancers.The nativist invocations of Tos�öà and attempts to be included
in the pibo lists were quashed by the military once in the reign of King �Æ–¦öæp and again following
the end of his reign in 1170. After �Æ–¦öærÀ the military ruled until around 1270. The first of the
Ch’oe family military dictators was Ch’oe Ch’ungh�öà (in power 1196–1218), and immediately on
coming to power he ordered the establishment of a Commission for Geographical Remediation
(Sanch’on pibo togam). The commission was meant to eliminate spurious pibo monasteries,
probably because King �Æ–¦öæp had allowed too many monasteries to be built, perhaps even
including their names in the Tos�öà milgi lists of pibo.375 Ch’oe Ch’ungh�öà also sponsored some
S�öà monasteries and societies, aiding in the so-called revival of S�öâÀ in order to gain support for
his regime against the monasteries sponsored by the royal court that plotted against him and
even raised anti-military rebellions.376 The civil officials, the royal court and aristocracy, and



elite monks from the center were all implicated in rebellions against the military powers, which
in turn tended to favor the new S�öà of Chinul (1158–1210).377 This made Ch’oe Ch’ungh�öà
hostile to pibo geomancy, but not to geomancy in general nor to toch’am or S�öâã3s€ Ch’oe
seems to have even harnessed the monastery of Tos�öé s alleged teacher, Hyech’�öÂÀ as spiritual
protection against domestic rebellions and incursions from the northern “barbarians.”379 In any
case, the geomancers seem to have thrown in their lot with Ch’oe Ch’ungh�öà and to have
concurred that the cause of the uprisings lay in contrary geomantic locations, such as for some
of the monasteries established earlier but after the time of Wang K�öâã3ƒ� It was probably too
dangerous to express a “counter geomancy” and the nativist geomancers also seem to have
been silenced.Following the period of Ch’oe Ch’ungh�öâÀ Kory�ð was increasingly threatened by
the Mongols, even coming under Mongol domination for a period. Thus, most domestic forces,
the military (excluding some pro-Mongol clans) and the royal house, Buddhist schools and
geomancers, rallied to the cause of maintaining Kory�ð identity. In this period of Mongol threat,
no mention is made of Tos�öà except for a funerary prayer for him written by Yi Kyubo in 1241
that appears routine and politically anodyne.381 Toch’am, it appears, had become more
important than geomancy in the political and cultural struggles.Tos�öà makes a comeback in the
literature written after the Mongols took control of Kory�ð from 1270 through to circa 1356 and
then in the last years of the Kory�ð dynastic rule, when the court tried to suppress the power of
the regional, pro-Mongol military clans. The earliest clearly dated mention of Tos�öà in the
records of this period occurs when in 1277 King Ch’ungny�öÀ (r. 1274–1308) was warned against
building tall structures in Kory�ð because of the country’s numerous mountains. From the time of
Wang K�öà there had been a prohibition against erecting lofty palaces and houses. This was
further justified by reference to the Tos�öà milgi, which stated that where there are few mountains
one could and perhaps should build high towers, but where there are many mountains low
buildings are required. The reason given is that many mountains are yang and need to be
counterbalanced with low structures that are yin. Failure to act on this prescription, it was
believed, leads to decline.382The next mention of Tos�öà is in 1304 when King Ch’ungny�öÀ invited
the Chinese Linji Chan (K. Imje S�öâ• monk Tieshan Shaoqiong (n.d.) to court to lecture on
S�öâã3ƒ0 Shaoqiong, a pupil of the influential Mengshan Deyi (fl. 1290s) and a teacher of Yaun,
was reportedly attracted to Kory�ð because of its “superior landscape.” He may have also come
seeking a copy of the Kory�ð Tripitaka, because it is possible he sent a copy to his home
monastery in southern China. He taught kanhua Ch’an, a practice initiated by Dahui Zonggao
and introduced into Kory�ð by Chinul. Although Shaoqiong only stayed in Kory�ð for three years, he
was influential and treated like a state guest.384 While at court, Shaoqiong conferred the
bodhisattva precepts on the king and his consort, but Han H�Ö——P (d. 1306), an important military
figure, and Ch’oe Sung (n.d.) stated that “the pigi says that if the ruler of the country venerates
a southern monk (elSWPç) the ruler will certainly be overthrown.” The king did not listen.385 The pigi
here is probably the Tos�öà pigi, and the reaction by Han and Ch’oe seems to reflect a nascent
Confucian reaction against Buddhism and a xenophobia, judging from the fact that they were
attacking the veneration of a Chinese monk by using the native pigi text.Later, King Kongmin (r.
1351–1374) asked Pak S�öæ§VærÀ a lecturer on the classics to the king,386 for his opinion on a
memorial from the S�÷Vé&wpan (Bureau of Astronomy and Meteorology) that quoted a theory
from the Tos�öà milgi asserting that sites prosper and decay. The point of the king’s inquiry was
to justify a shift of the capital to Hanyang (Seoul) in order to rest (or “make up for” O�) the power (_·)
of Kaes�öærà Pak’s reply was, “I have never heard that rulers of people in the past used the arts
of ch’amwi [prognostication] to protect their country.” Pak said that any shift of the capital would
confuse the people, and so the king concluded, “How are theories of yin and yang [divination]



not completely false?”387 As Pak frequently invoked the Great Yu to caution against profligacy
and excess and because he was a scholar who later served in the Chos�öà court,388 he was
likely antagonistic to the geomancy attributed to Tos�öâà
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